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CHAPTER I "

INTRODUCTION TO ACOUSTICS ,-

In thls discussion of noise aud vlbraL1on, it. is Intended to move quickly

into _II_use of acoustical Let:ms and to heco,le acquainted wi[h sonic of theelOmOllEa_'y acousti_l procedures witltout necessarily knowing or conlpre-
heading all the acoust:[cs background Lhat: goes into the development of
this material. Textbooks or reference books in ncoustlcs* n1_),be stud_ed

i'i I_ _Or fl ,nor_ d_tall_' dISCLISS_O,] at,d t_chnlc¢nJ LII,(]eI,_tgtllt,lllg O_ _]li_ mat_rLa]..

I. DECIBELS

Just as ')inches" are used Lo measure distance and "degrees _l are used to
moasuL'e temperature, "decibels" are used to measure SOkmd intensity. As in

e]ectrical _nglnoerlng_.declhn]s are I secI to e::pross !:_log_l:ithmic terms
; _11ol:al;ioof Ewe powers; i.e., if LIiero are two elecLr_cal or acoustical ,

• pc_ors P1 and 1'2. the _atJo Of those powers expressed in decibels i_Otlldbe

!i[: lO
If tllcpower P1 were SOlllOaccepted standard reference power, such as a watt

oc so.m other 5as_c unit ._f [_ower, the decibels could be standardized to that ,
_i_ reference value.

In acoustics, the decibel (abbreviated "dE") Js used to compa_'e both so!t!nd

: [• / "I_ oc_e_ and sou,,,, uressttce. When dosc,:lhing the souud pc_,er of a sound source
--" _ 19 e ' _ * .

hhe _asic refe£enco ]lowe_" [.. i0" - wa_ t (acou.=tic W_Lt..)= atld o pa_Licllla_

SoLIn_ source ,llght be described as having a Ilsotll%d r_owe_'level" O.¢ _Ot"

:i_'_[I_ example, 110 dB ce 10 "12 wail When ¢]estrlbi1_g Lhe'-sound p_e._sure'in a
ii_ _= sound field, the basic reference pres:;ur_,is 0.0002 microbar, and a p:trc_cu]ar ',
: area m18ht be stated as having .q"sound pressure ]ovul" of, s_y, 90 d}| re ,

0,0002 microbar.

_![. _ A microhar Js equal r.o one dyne per sq cm or 0.1 newton per sq meter and is

,::, t|lat [B a few _oars tll_ _'_fere_ce pressure 0.0002 nlicrohllrwill come to be. ;
known as 2xlO "a new_on per sq reeler. If tilis comes, it wiI]. bu in thu
interest of international statldnrdiza£Jon of termlno].ogy and units.

't[, T_ _coustlcs, the germ "level" _s used whenever a decal,el quantity is ex-
pressed relative _o _ reference wllue, as in tlSOulldpressure level" (re-

ferre_ £o £11o reference pressure of 0.0002 mlcrobar) and "sound power level"(_eferred co the reference power of 10 "12 wa_t).?l

i .  I S a,,Ei11gook

"Noise Reduction", Leo L. Beranok, Editor; Hcgrau-liill Book Company (1960)
#

"NOISE fuND VIBRATION _NOIN_ERING" Leo L, Beranek. Editor; HcGraw-Hill

Book Company (Plant_ed for [970 or 1971 Publication) .

k



2. SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL

The ear is sensitive to sound ipressure Sound waves tiny
representI

oscfllations of pressure just above and just below atmospheric pressure.

Tho_6"[prossure oscilhttions impinge oil the eat and "we hear the sound 't.

_ 'A _%ound ].e_ol meter" is also sensitive to sound pressure. Whell a sound

level meter is properly calibrated, it relates the sound pressure of an

incident sound wave to the standard reference pressur_ (0.0002 m_crobar)! and it gives a reading in d6clbels relative tO that reference pressure.
"0 dB" on this scale means 0 dB above the reference pressure, which, of
course D is the same as the reference pressure. This reference pressure,

N or 0 dB sound pressure level, represents approximately the weakest sound j
that can be beard by the average young human ear _n tile frequency region
of highest-sensftivity. (This definition came into exlstence when people

wore ku_Jn"_o have maximum hearing sensitivity at youth; tile truly damaging :effects of too_loud music will chmlge this for some of today's young people.) ••.. r.,
i

A simple but expressive definition of "Imise" is that it is "um_anted /,I sound"; so "noise level" is often used synonymously with "sound pressure
level". Bo_|l terms .have the same reference pressure and are used inter-

changeably in ibis manual. The reference to 0.0002 microbar may be and

'_ frequently is when it is under'stood that the dB
omit rod cleariy quantity

is a sound pressure level, llcnce one might say that "the noise level in I "
the mechanical equipment room is about 85 dB'r.

Two abbreviatlons of the term "sound pressure level" are in fairly eel||men . • !
usa: *'SPL" and "Lp If. "SPL" is used in much of the literature and "Lp" is I.

[_ being used in soilleof the more recent literature. The abbreviation "SPL"is used througllOut this manual, but iL is completely interchangeable widl
JILp" as found elsewhere. [ :

"_ 3. A/qAIJOGYDE'I,.g_ENLIGHT AND SOUND 1 '.

[_ Sound pressure and sound power ca. be illustrated simply wlth an analogy-_ between _ and sound Suppose first that a room is illuminated with a

bare 15-watt electric lamp. Even in s room with wbite painted walls and 1
ceiling, this normally would be considered as a weak light source. If the

room on].y unreflecting surfaces, _bo general room illumination
had dark,

would be very poor• N_ a bare 1SO-watt lamp would give good general [

illumination if £be walls are white, or light-colored, or highly roflectJng {

I_ (and depending, of course, on the size of tile room and the distance to tilelamp). However, the same 150-watt lamp might sot give adequate room illumi- {

nation 'if the walls and ccillng wore black, or dark-colored or non-reflective. I
Thus, it is reasonably obvious that tileintensity of tbe general roomillumination depends not only on the power rating of the lamp, but also on

the light-reflecting (or absorbing) properties of the room surfaces, on tile {
size of the room, and on the distance Lo the light source, Further, if the I

lamp hac_a lamp-sbade or if it were recessed in a flush-mounted ceiling
receptacle, the light _.louldbe brighter in some directions than in st|lets,

:- ["_ i-2
] .

I.
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All the scale factors apply to sound in a room'. "Suund p_es_mre h_vel" is

somewha_ analogous _o roolu Illumination; "sound powur Juve]" h; somuw[_atanalogous to the power ratJ.ng of the ]amp. A "l_eag" :_ound st,tree t_ou]d
produce low sOtuld levels while a "s_ronger" sound suurcu wtsuId product_
Ulgher sound ].ovals. A constant sound source t11Cll, wouhl produce tile sound

level in a hard-walled bare room would produce, a different sound level illthe same tOOth surfaced with a ],qrge amotlnt of soft_ f]tlffy acotlsLic ab-

sorption material,

__ t'i The sotlSd source wot_id produce a higher SOtli%dlevel a few inches away thal_
_I it would several feel away. It might radiaLe higher s_und leve]s frolnone "

side than from another side, It would produce dlffeccnt sound lew_ls _n a:I' large room than it would in a sm_lll roonl. Thus, the sound level in Lhc

room depends not only on the sound source (actually Its "souad power"), but ,.
also on the sound absorption properties of th,, room s.rfacos; on lho _:jx_ ::.
of the room, tlle distance to the sound source, and also the directional

h
characteristics of _he sound source. In effucL) tllc s_und pressure Ievt.,Is'

heard by a person in the room ace detennt.ned both by the sound power

n'ou'tic chorauter_stlcs" of the roum, :"
radiated by the.source and by tile " c s

All of this is merely loading tip to the faCL th_lt (I) lhere a .
is ne(!d for

way of rating a sound source that is illdependen[ of Ibe ofivirolllllenta[
_I surroundings, and (2) there is need for _iway uf describing the "acoustic:1l o.o.ootoi .oo,,ofthe that ., opo,,do,,t,,ft,,ooound  ,on,
J_J with those two independently determined bits of Infurmatlcm, any known,

definable room or space tlnd the sound field or _ISOtll_d |_ressure level"

'::[" "[| ('zSPL") about the room can be duLerlnlne,[, rcttlettlburillg chat Jl: is th(: sound
:-",-] pressure level to _4hicb people respond in their livin_ _nld _orklng elwl_on- -:

meats. Jt]s_ as tlle 1SO-watt lamp may produc_ t'clative0y poor to good
' [_ illumination in a given room, so also vllll a sot]lidSot]l'gL'produce rc]aLively

'c'[ [_ low or high sound pressure levels tn'a given roonl, 'Fu_her_ just as electric :
1" lamps are rated by a power rating_ so _iso sound _;ut]rce._ ate toted by a power .

ii: [ g rating,

lJ 4. SOUND POWER LEVEL

J The quantity sound power level expr_..,se.,, Jn deI:Jbu)._rcl.aLive to Lho

_/_rI reference power of i0 "12 watt, the total amount of souad power redly*ted
by a sound source, regardless of tile space into which the source is placed.
As suggested above, if the power level of a sound SOtlrCe Is k_own _nd if

I "acoustic characteristics" of iI will be
- possible tO estiln_It(2 Or calculate the SOulld pressure level ill that space.

[ _ Ultimately it is tileSPL that usually must be deter,lined because it is ell
that basts tbat people judge rm acoustic environluunt.

_o abbreviations of "sound power level" are in COLmnOn use: "PlqL" and L ".

I _ "PWL" is used throughout this Illal_tlal, hilt it is complutely illterchangeab_e

"_:]_,_ with "Lw",

"_'[" ' Tht_ n_ed for sound power level data has grot,'ll raphlJy _n recdnt ),ears.

Consider Vel%tilation SySl:em diffusers as _n e×aml)Je, _n d_l'llet' years,

_i i ,one mantffactctrer might have published sound _ressure l_vcls fen' h/s
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r
diffusers measured at some nalnOd dlsLance in his blghly reVOL'beralll test ,

Another manufacturer m_ght have published sound ]_vuls of
room Dresstn'e
his diffusers at another distance in his Lqst room (undoubtedly of

different size alld acoustic eharacteti_tles than that of [i$.s _OlI]pet_to_),

[_ Sti]l another manufacturer might have published noise dat_ thnc he_easured [n a partlculnr ,lock-up of a room that was Ii1tended to rcpre._;ezlt
a typical office of n large buihlhlg. Well, each manufacturer might have

l: m_f felt Justified in his procedure, btlc the same identlcal diffuser ]11 all
those differ'on/ test conditions cotild have yielded varlaLions as high as

5. to I0 dB _11 sound pressure level, To provld_, a more realisLie raL]ng
of diffusers (and other noise sources as well) rather than the test rooms

u_ in whicb th0y were nleastlred_ ]ntportance ]_owe[ Come
the of sound ]eve] has

8

to be realized as a true indicator of the quantity of ilolsc radl.ated by a

SOlltce rega_'dl_ss of the, Suk*toundings, TIIJS fact hns I,_en reeogn]::ed by ;--_

l.,q mos_ manufacturers of equipment to be rated or selected in terms of noiseoutput; and they are in the process of obt_tining and providing sound ..
power level data for their equSpment. The Lust faclli_ias are qtHCe cz.-

pon_tve _nd tll_ costs a1°_nag always simple, but steps are being taken toprovide PWL data Le the designer and customer.

i I "

[_! 5. soundvO_,]gRi_m:g_NCE10"l_"WATT _.
Tile teforolice power foL" sound power ]uv_] data _11 ptesant U.S. and [•

t_ international u_aga is i0 -12 watt as stilted above. This refute.ca should

t_ ._l_ys be q,,oLod(._ in "llO dB_elo"12watt") ..o os .or co be_o,m,._d
with SPL data or with earlier PWL data chat used 10"13 watt as the

re f el.'once power.

Host 3f _he U,S. acoustics literature before about 1963-1966 (and evgn ( ,
some curren_ literature) uses I0 -13 watt as the reference power. The i0 "12

[_ Watt value is now accepted as the U.S. and intetnaLional standard, AiO dB err'or can result by not using the correct reference. If it is

_,_ desired _o use PWL data given in "dB relative lO i0 "13 watt", reduce those

numerical vahle_,2of PI_, by iO dB to concert them to P['ILvalues in dg7
_ _]._iVe tO lO = " ,_at t , Col_verse]_, i_ it i.q debited CO ccnve_.ot f_'o[n

I_ 6, FREQUENCY, HZ AND CPS
With the recent trend in U.S. and inCernationa] standards to recognize the

early men of science, many new names for old units are h_lng adopted. The

traditional unit for frequency in the U.S. has been "cycles per second"_abbreviated "cps", The new internatlona] unit for frequency, recently

adopted by U.S, standards groups, is "IIettz.", abbreviated "Hz". Through-

out this manual tilenew unit "llz" will be used; it has th_ same moaning as"cycles per second".



I_ 7. "OVEI_A1,L" F_J'_QUENC,Y RANGE AND OCTAVE BANDS OF FIO='QUENCY

In o_dot' :o represenL properly L]1o total noise of a hOiSt' source_ ]L ]s

usually desirable or necessary to break _[le totai noise down into ]c_; _'various _requency compononCs; thiit Js_ hOW nlLlCh O_ Lbt3 I_OJHO J_ |OW J'Ct_-

quency, [lowmuch high frequency and how much is in the michlIk, fI:e(b[uncy

i _ range. This is essenthli for any comprebensJvo study o[ a w)Jse pooh]ore
:_ I-t for ewe reasons: '(1) people react differently to lc_ frequency and high

frequeflcy nolso (for _he same sound pro_stlt'e level j bigb fl;uqllul[cylII)JS_7

is much more disturbJng and is more capable o_ produchlg hearing ]cms
!'_' _ than is the case for low frequency noise); and (2) the enghwerJn_ sol.- "_

C, I_ tlons CO reduce or con_rol noise are differenL for low fre¢iiie_icyaIld [lib'b ;

_" frequency noise (low frequency noise is more difficult lo control, in

general) :
#

. i.L Tr _ CC. .nt.o al practice in acotlst_o_ to determhl- the _I'Oqut_nt'_' _!_5- .._._"

tribution of a noise by passing that noise successively through sevel:al• different filters Lba_ separate the noise into 8 or 9 "octaves" on a ,"_,
_ ' frequency scale. Jus_ as with an "octave" on a piano keyboflrdj an

F4 Uoctava" in sound analysis represents the frequency interval, between a

[,_ given frequency (sucb as 300 Hz) and twice that frequency (G00 llz Jn this ,
illustra_ion).

frequency of about 20 Hz tlp to a high frequency of ]0,000 to 15,000 Hz,

or even higher for some people. By virtu° of U.S. adoption of a recent

[_ international frequency standard in acoustics, most octave-bm_d noise "..
•- [ analyzing filters now cover the audio range of about 22 llz to about ':_!t 11,200 llz in nine oc_ave frequency bands. These f_It,_rs are Identified

_; by Choir geometric moan frequencies; hence I000 l[z is the ]abe]. given to '"

;_, _he octave frequency band of 700-i¢*00 llz, The nine octavo hands of the
•': "new" in_ernatlonal standard are as foliow.q (the n_mbors are frequently

rounded off) :

Octave Geometric

Frequency Heart Frequency

[I Range ofB_ind

" " 22-64 3]'_;

88-175 125

I_ 175-350 250I
t.l

'L 350-700 500 -.

,_ 700-1400 I000

i,i[. _ 1400-2800 2000
2800-5600 4000

5600-11,200 8000

The =era "overall" designates the full frequency co,.,era_eof el,] _he octavo_' bands, hence 22-11, 200 [[_, or in some cases, 44-11, 200 llz uhen tlm 31 l[;:

[ . band is omitted.

i-5
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The frequency bands In use ill tileU.S. before adoption of the bands listed

m above are as follows: 20-75, 75-150, 150-300, 300-600, 600-1200, 1200-2400,

[_ 2400-4800 and 4800-10,000 llz. Most of tile litcrature in acoustics before
about 1963 will refer to these "old" frequency bands. The "l_m_" inter-
national standard ft'equencles (sometimes called "preferred frequencies" in

current literature) are used in this manual. Essentially the "old" and"new" frequency bands may be considered as being equivalent, wltb a few
exceptions that will not he significant to the material in this manual.

A set of filters used to separate a complex sound into octave bands iscommonly referred to as an "octave band analy'zcr ".

When n sound pressure level or n sound power level includes all the audio

[ I range of frequency, the resulting value Is called the "overall" level,

When the level refers to tilesound in Just one specific octave frequency !...
band, it is called an "octave band level" and the frequency band is eltiler

stated or clearly implied.

For some special situations: a noise spectrum may be studied in f_ner dotall •

tban is possible with octave frequency bands. In sueb cases oae-thlrdoctavo bands mlght be used or even narrower filter bands mlght be used, for

example to separate one partier!Jar frequency from another one if it is Ii "

[_ desired to separate the causes of a partlcu]ar complex noise. The bandwidth

I

_I and the idelltifying frequency of the band should ahJays be specified. ' "

[
,_": 8. WEIGIITING NERI_ORKS: A-, B- AND C-SCALES

.o

Sound level meters are usually equipped _ith "welgbtlng circuits" that tend
to represent the frequency characteristics of tileaverage human ear for

_'_ various sound intensities. Hence, "overall" readings are sometimes taken
|:! wlt_. "A-scale" or "S-scale" or "C-scale" settings on the meter. Tim r

"A-stale" setting of a sound level meter filters out as much as 20 to 40 dB !
_._|_ of tileSound below I00 llz, while the "B-scale" setting filters out as muchas 5 to 20 dB of the sound below i00 Hz. The "C-scale" setting is reasonably

.... "flat" with frequency s l.e, it retains essentially all tilesound signal over I

l':;'__ the full "overall" frequency range. A plot of the frequency response of tile
_[_ electrical system of a sound level meter meeting USASZ (U.S.A, Standards

Institute, formerly American Standards Association) standards for the A-, [
B- and C-scale weighting networks is shown in Figure i at tbe end of this J
chapter, years'the A-scale and B-scale readings were held in

For several

disfavor because they do not provide any knowledge of the frequency dis-

tribution of the noise, but there is a revival in the USe of A-scale readings

I_ as a single-number indicator of the relatlve loudness of a sound as heard
by

the buman ear, It is yery important, _,Jhen reading A-, B- or C-scale sound

levels, to positively identify the scale setting used, The resulting values

[_ are called "sound levels" and are frequently identified as dB(A), or dB(B)or dS(C) readings. Note that these readings do not represent true "sound

pressure levels" because some of the actual signal has been removed by the
, . welgbtlng filters,

For mos_ acoustic applications the octave frequency band readings are the most

useful. It is always possible to construct A-, S- or C-scale readings from

all _he octave band readings, hut it is never possible to
exactly construct

- the octave band readings from tileweighting scale readings.

E_ .....
m z-6
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9 ADIH'r[oN OF I)ECIBELS

Sincv decibo]s ark ]ogarithmi¢ values iL i.'; r_ot propel' to add them hy normal "

algebraic addition. For example_ 63 dB plus 63 tlB clops nut equal 126 dBbut only b6 de.

_. _ A very simple, hut: adeqttate schedule for _lddiilg ducJbo]s t_'; as fo]|ows: !
hi

_] When rico decibel Add the following ,qmutmk
, _ v,qlues differ by: to Lhe hitcher value: . ""

_i Ill_ 0 or I dB 3 di_

2 or 3 dg 2 dB I .

_, 4 - 8 dB i dg :.
9 dg or more 0 dB '

I. When several decibel values are to be added, perform tileabove operatio;1 on _'
a_ly two nunlb_rt_ at a tlIII(!; the order does not matter. (:Dlltlnue tile process

• until only a single value remains. A tablu repeating these rules is included ' "

iII_"[ ..._ in the Bectioll on no_se sources, t_'"

_" As an illust_ation, add the following f_ve noise levels: i

['J 56 =

,! " _ 62 dg

:. ,...... 59_ =60 :'

47_

O_', suppose the SO[II_ Ilutllber_ aro .qrranged il_ a tl_ffcr_llL ord_r, as tn

59'-"_

Sometim0s using different orders or addlng nmy yielcl sums that might differ
- by I dg but this is not too significant a differe.ce in acoustics. In

general the above simpllfied summation procedure will yield accurate sums[ to the ee_'cest 1 dB. This degree of accuracy is considered acceptable for
. the material given in tlmse notes,

k 1-7-
[ , , '
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CHAPTER 2 ,
NOISE CRITERIA

The degree of disturbance or anlioyance of all IntrLldillg unwanted noise depend.g

essentially on three things: (1) the amount and nature of the intruding'i noise, (2) tbc amoun_ of background noise already present before the in-
truding noise occurred and (3) the nature of the working or l_vlng activity
of the people occupying tile area in which the noise is heard. People trying

I: [ri Lo sleep in their quiet suburban homes would not tolerate very much .
intruding noise; while office workers in a busy mid-city office could have

greater amounts of llOiSe without even noticing it; a.d factory workers in a
continuously noisy manufacturing space might not eVE. hear a noisy nearby

I_.! equipment ins tallatlon i.__

_t is common practice in acoustJcal engineering to rate various environments ..by "noise criteria" and to describe these criteria by fairly specific noise
level values. Detailed discussions of noise criteria can he found in other

_._ literature*, and only a brief useful summary of that material is introduced ..
I,_ here. In th_ interest of brevity, many important details and qualifications

are omitted. Thus, in a complex problem, additional reading or acoustical
assistance may be necessary,

Lhi
I. NOISE CRITERION CURVES

- L

['I"_ From earlier studies of many types of noise environments that people have :
, t_ found either "acceptable" or "unacceptable" for variuus hldoor working or . _.

living activities, a family of "Noise Criterion Curves" ("NC" curves) has

J I,'_ i
,[ been evolved. Figure 1.presents these curves, Each curve represents a
). _ reasoz_ahly acceptable balance of low frequency to hiNh frequency noises for . i
;L particular situations, Those curves awe _].so keyed-in to the "speech

• H .

i: colmsunlcatLon conditions permitted by tilenoise. Thus, the lower NC curvesprescribe noise levels that are quiet enough for resting and sleeping OK for ..
oxcellenu listening conditions, while the upper NC curves describe rather ¢

_1oisywork areas where even speech communication becvmes difficult and
; restricted 'l'l_e curves within this total range may be used to set desired ;

;:'t noise level goals for almost all typical indoor functlo_al areas where some

"" geOLlStic need must be served. For col_venlence In using the NC eurvos_ the

[! _ctave band sound pressure levels of Figure 1 are enumerated in Table I.
m

In Table 2, a number of typical indoor living, working and listening _paces

_ are grouped together into "categories" and eacl_ category is assigned a ._

:VFor a quantitative discussion of noise criteria and noise levels, refer to-' a textbook or reference book on acoustics, such as ¶'Noise Reduction", Leo L.
Beranck, Editor; McGraw-Hill Book Company (1960) or "Handbook of Noise

_ Control". C, H, Harris, Edl_or; HcGraw-Hill Book Company (1954), or to the

lates_ issue ])at_ Book", Anerican Society of
of tile ASH[erE Jl_uid_ and

Heating, Refrigeration and Air-CondltloniNg EnginEers, Inc., 346 East 47th

Street, New York 10017 or to selected topics of _he Journal of the

!._ Acoustical Sbclety of Anler]ca

_, 2-.I
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I _ representaLive range of noise crlterion values. Low Category Numbers indi-

cate arena in which relatively low llaiso levels are desired; hlghet CategoL-y

Numbers indicate areas in which relatively higher noise levels are per-missib]e. All),occupied or habitable area not specifically named in Table 2
eal_ be added under ally appgoprlate Category Number as long as the acoustic

requirements of .tilenew area are reason_hly slmila_' to those of the areas_II'esdy named under that category. A 5-10 dg range of NG values is given
in Table 2 for each of the first five categories. In general, tile lower

, _ _ limit of each range should be used for the more critical spaces or the more
_<- i_& seusltlvc or criticaloccupants of an area, whl]e the upper limit of each
i *'sage may be used for tile less critical spaces or occupnnts of all area.
" ' All exception to _hia generalization may occur when it is clearly known that

•_, tile haekgroulld noise of all area is so quiet and tilewalls between adjoining? )

l-J rooms ]lave such low "transmission loss" that speech sounds or other clearly -:r
.... idellLi[lablu soullds may intrude from one office to another and ha disturbing

to occupants of either aCes. In this type of situation, "masking noise" mayI 'have to be Introduced,into the rooms in order to reduce some of tile intel-

ligibility of t]l_,intruding sounds, and the higher range of noise c_iterion
values may actually be useful, as long as the mechanical equipment lloisep_

I)! itself is relatively unohtruslve and not too identifiable. When properly
controlled as to spectrum shape and,sou_id love/, ventilation system noise
(the gentle "hissing" of dlffusersD under-wlndow induction unlts, dampers or

air valves) sometimes provides some of this "masking nols_ _I. In moreCL'itlcal Cases, where spectrum and level must be held under close central,

electronle noise sources may be used,

['., .i A special note of concern is given for the Category I and 2 areas of Table I, '-"
For a very quiet community area or for a quiet bu_idlng _41th no internal
ventilatlon system noise, tileNC-20 noise criterion should he applied for "

I_ indoor conditions. For a noisy city environment outdoors or for a building I
with a ventilation system known to fall in the NC-30 noise range, an NO-30

noise criterion can be applied to rooms other than bedroom_ or auditoriums,

I_ Fo_ b_drooms or auditoriums or for situations that do not clearly fall at
I

the NC-20 lower limit or NC-30 upper limit, NC-25 indoor noise criterion
levels should be applied.

2 The reader may refer to tilemost recent issue of the ASHRAE guide and Data

Book for a listing of other typical situations and tileassociated range of

U NC values, Tile ASIIRAE guide usually lists a i0 dB range of NC values for
each space, leaving it to tile option of tileuser to select the specific NC
value for his own particular situation,

For music or performing arts centers or concert halls, there is increasing
ev,(den_.e that o complete absence of noise is required in order to provide
a full appreclatioll of the very low level sounds sometimes coming from tile

stage oreS. Thus, an NC-15 to NC-20 criterion should be opplled'as the goalfo_" high quality concert halls, Acoustical assistance may he required to
achievethesegoals,

It is n_d;e4 hero that much of tile known data on criteria do not e_tend down
to tileVery low frequency band of 31 llz. Some of the noise source data,
however, include 31 IIz levels. For ,lost ordinary noise problems, there will

b_ no serious "concern for tile Jl Hz band so it can be ignored for most col-
" culatlons. If it is kno_:n that a serious problem involves declslon_ioking

at 31 llz_ acou'stlcal asslstance should he obtained.

2-2
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2. SPEECIIINTERFERENCE LEVELS

" M" A reasonably steady broad-band noise.with moderate to high noise levels in ':

[,! the frequency bands of 500 to 2000 Hz will produce some degree of inter-'i i

_ '° forests wlth speech, since most of tlle intelligibility of tllehuman voice

i _ falls in this frequency range. The term "speech interference level" of a: noise is now defined as the arlthmetic average of the sound pressure levels

:_, of the noise in the throe octave bands centered at 500, i000 and 2000 Hg.*

_:i Table 3 gives the average "speech interference level" of a noise that will
_ Just barely permit reliable speech communication for a range of voice ;

_:I l:i levels and distances. The data are based on tests perforlimd out-of-doorS

_,' whdre _here are no reflecting surfaces to help reinforce the speech sounds, ,,
!. _a. but the values can be used as approximations for indoor conditions as well. i

Also, _o a first approximation (but not exactly), if a noisQ follows Lha
"] shape of an NC curve, the "PSlL" value of tha noise will nearly equal tile T

.... [ __ Nf: curve number. ::

[_ As a simple example of the use of Table 3, if the noise levels in a [ :

" Mechanical Equipmest Room average 62 dS in the 500, I000 and 2000 llz ba,ds, ii:

!'_ r_ barely roli_bl_ speech c_liv_Fsation_ could be ca_'ried on in that reel. by !

_'I [_ shoutiltg at a 16-f_ distance, by using n loud voice level at; n distance of !

{I 8 it, by using a raised voice at a distance of 4 ft or by using a normal r
_: _ voice level• at a distance of 2 ft. : :

i" ; 3. OUTOOOR BACKGROUNI) NOISE

.  oo le ondtooo paroani,.r,, ,ing,.tbt.o ,.elsetboWas present before the new noise came into existence. If |.be 110%4noise has ,::

i_'.'; distinctive sounds that make it readily identifiable or ]f its noise ].evels
are considerably higher than the background or "_mbient" levels, it will he

> 'i' noticeable to the reside.hiS and l.tmight be considered objectionable, On ;'(:[ i the other hand, if tlm new noise has a rather unJ_entlflable, unobtrusive

},! || sound toldits noise levels blend into the amblenL levels, it will hardly be

_I';[ t_' noticed by the neighbors and ll: probably will no_ be. cossldered objectionable.
" Thus, in trying to estimate tlleeffect of s new noise on a neighbor, it is

necessary to know or to estimate the background noise levels in the absence

i:(:I " of tilenew noise. Since tbe equipment is probably planned for continuous
'!'[..I day and night operation, and since people are less tolerant of an intrudlng

]._ noise st night, th_ nighttime ambient noise levels are _mportant to tbe

_ evaluation of the problem,

ilia', o.poo..,...o,.... Ii the average minimum nighttime noise levels sbould be ineasure,I several times

. ,,oso.g oal]ydo.sodIstor0,sof.,otb oofo,,,orly-osodestersbands 600-1200, 1200-2_00 and 2400-4800 llz. Wi=b the acceptance of the

,i._ new int_rnatlonal frequency bands in the U.S., an adjustment' of values

_ has bees made and the |law values are being identified by the notation

i "PSIL" in order to designate that they are based on tbe now "preferred n:: _]_ ' frequencies.

• I2'
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F
during several typically quiet nigbts. Readtags should be taken in octavo
bands and readings should be taken _hoa there is no nearby truck or sure

traffic that would give. falsely high values.
If background measurements cannot b_ made, the ambient noise levels can be

estimated approximately witb _he use of Tables 4 and 5. In Table 4, the

condition should be determined tbat most nearly describes the communityor residential area or the nearby traffic activity (which frequently helps

[_ sot the ambient levels in an ethel-wise quiet neigbborbood) that would oxlst

during the quietest time that the equipment would be in operation, For tile :condition that is selected, there is an appropriate "Noise Code No." at the

L right-hand side of Table l_ that is used to enter Table 5. For tbat pnrtl-
ruler Noise Code No., Table 5 then gives an estimnte of abe approximate

= I_1 average minimum background noise levels for that area and traffic condition.
Thls is not an infallible estimate but it will serve _n the absence of

actual .measurements. '_;

it is cautioned that these estimates should be used only as rougb appcoxlma-

glens of bsckground noise and that local conditions can give rlse to a wide

range of actual noise levels.* It is, nevertbaless, realistic to utilize a:'" ,/ method such as thSs to help determine the amOUllt of noise that a ne_,_ nolse •

can make without becoming noticeably louder than tbe general baclcground. _,

); _ 4. NOISE REDUCTION PROVIDED BY A BUILDING r"

An intrt_ding noise coming from an outdoor noise source or by an outdoor i

" _ noise paLh may be beard bl,a neigbbor who is either indoors in his owll

b building or outdoors o11 his p_-operty. If he is otltdoot'she may _udge tile
intruding noise against tilemore-or-less steady background noise due to _"-

- I_ other noises in the area. If he is Indoors, be may tend Lo judge the noise '

• I_ by whether It is audible or identifiable or intrusive into his surroundings.
If the noise, wllen hoard indoors in tileaeigbbor'building, can be made to ['

be no greater than the appropriate NC values tbat would normally apply

I; there, it is quite likely that tbeJ.'e will be no complaint against the noise.

When outdoor noise passes into a buildin s it suffers some noise reduction,

I_ even if tbe buiidlng has open windo_Is. The actual amount of noise reductiondepends on building construction, orlent_tion, wall areap window area, open

;, window area, interior acoustic absorption, etc, For practic_l purposes,

h_ever, tl1_appro×imate noise reduction values provided by a few Lypicalbuilding constructions are given iI_Table 6. If tbese amounts of nolsc
reduction are added to tbe indoor NC valtles, one would obtain tbe outdoor

sound pressure levels t]1_t would yield tbe i*Idoor NC values, applicable

wI1s_ outdoor noise passes through the building wall and comes indoors.For convenience and identification, tileIis_ed wail constructions are
..

WA procedure similar to thls is given In the ASHRAE Guide, I_ is cautioned,however, tbat the actual curves and sound levels used in tbe ASHRAE Guide

are not idestieal to those used in tbis manual, even tbough the ASHRAE

matorlal originally was deve)oped from data firsL presented In an earlier

Baltimore Alrcoil Company _ulletin. The data presented hero
are recom-

mended as boing slightly more conservative and somewhat more spdcIfie than
_he equivalent data offered in the ASHILAE Guide.
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labeled wltll letters A through G, and are described Illtbo notes under .
Table 6. Note t'hnt Wall A represents no wall at all, france no tlolse re-

duction; and the use A indicates that tile selected curve
O_ Wall NC would

actually apply in this special, case to an outdoor activity (such as for a

screened-ln sleeping porch, a drivo-ln theater, an outdoor restaurant, an

1_ outdoor terrace,, and the llke),C, [
%

5, OUTDOOR NOISE CRITERION

•From tileforegoing material it is possible to estimate an approximate our-
door |lolSo. criterion for almost any type of neighbor situation. Two SOln_Wbet ' '

independent approaches should be tried, and tile decision based on tile re_

suits of those two approaches,

The first approach provides an "outdoor n_ice level cr_terlon" that will "::
. _'_ essentially produce tlle desired indoor noise levels afLer the noise passes

_. I..' { through tilewall of tile.neighbor building. These outdoor noise levels are
merely the..arJthmetic sum of tile appropriate indoor noise criterion levels
fronl T_tbie i and the noise reduction values of the neighbor's building as r

t_ken from Table 6,

'/liesecond approach provides another" "outdoor noise level criterion" that

./I _ is essentially based on tile possible "intrusion" of the new noise Into the : ':
i .-- oxlsting outdoor h_ckground nolse_ as determined fl'o_ Tables I_ alld 5, To .';I

be completely incollsplcuous_ tile ne%q noise, %vbnn extr'apolated to th_

nelghho_"s location, should be kept at or below the o_ttdoqr background noise
;( levels in all octave bands. (If a notlcn_ble tone signal is present

pure
• in tile lutruding nolse, its octave band ]c_vel must be 5-1.0 dB lower than

tileb_ckground level in that octave band In order not to be noticeable, It .'

:'l hodiffi  ,, oreoono., calimp.,ct.caltored.°°thenoi.otos.ob :"
• levels that they are essentially undetectable in tile background. In this "

Cgse it lllay be necessary to pe_'mJt a StllalI anlOUnt of ln_rusion; _hls may

i _ be done at a rlsk of generating complaints againsl, the noise, a noise ex-

," _ eess of about 5 dB above the background (at night) may produce some annoyance r

,_;" but it probably wl]l eel lead tO legal action. An excess of about I0 dg

--__ above background no_se will generally produce inild to strong complaints, and
i!:'I ,_ an excess of 15 dg or more is almost certain to generate serious complaintsI and ultimately legal action,

._ When tile outdoor noise ct'iterion levels obtained these two
are by approaches,

a decision should be roached on the f_nal levels to be used. Tbe lower

octave band levels from each approach will certainly yiehi a non-intruslve

II noise; the upper octave band levels from each approacI_ may be acceptable if
they do not produce the. high noise level excesses men=i_ed above.

.'[

" [_ 6. PROTECTION OF lIgid_ING

'i_ When people are exposed repeatedly to high noise leve_s for long periods of '
-- time, he'.arlngloss may result, Tbe noise levels in _chanical equipment

I_ rooms ("I4ERs") or power plants in buildings arc frequently high enough to
coustituce hazardous exposures for essentially continuous occupancy in those. work areas .

I'?
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Table 7 lists the tuaximum sound pressure levels'recommended by [_I_0 groups

for proteoEion of tlearl•ilgfor personnel exposed to these levels foressmltlally 8 flours per day fol{many years. Even those levels wll] produce

some hearing loss to s_me individuals. For _letalls, tlm reader should refer
to tim original sources of data. '¢

_ Table 8 lists the noise levels cons]dared acceptable f_r single part-time

) exposures on a daily basis. Part A of Tables ? and 8 applies for broad- .

band noise (no pure tones present), while Part B of each table applies for .
,..... narrow-hand or pure.-tone noise,

. _ Tbe CI[ABA Report emphas|zes the value of rest or recovery periods of relative i

quietness intermixed with periods of high noise levels. During these periods _i,:
of "quietness" (which must b= at least 10 dB q-_"e" in a!l bands than the

._ levels given in Table 7)_ tileears begin a recovery process from tile previous ,,

noise exposure that somewhat helps prepare the listener for tile next noise _ii
'- exposure. In efft_ct, for situations where the steady-state noise levels ,'

are _lUS_marginally above the reeolnmended noise levels of Tables 7 and 8, it '

i_ is possible to reduce the effect of the higher noise levels by intentionallyproviding some scheduled periods of "quiet". Or, if the nature of the .:i

operatoi"s work in'the machinery room is somewhat intermittent, it would be [_i
possible to permit those higher noise level exposures, provided that inter-

['_J_ mittent periods of relative quiet are also assured. Certain generalizations
r. •

can be given for the intermittent sequences of noise all(] quiet: I .

L

_'# (1) for long intervals of no|sn exposLlre, relatively long periods of

:: !1:_ _'_o_,,,ry=re req_,lred;

, _ (2) for short intervals of uolse exposure, relatively short periods ':

:j of recovery are required; [

,., (3) the hlgher the noise level, the ,,,or_beneficial is the short-
Lerm removal ft'om the noise. ,i

i

i_ The CIL_BA Report provides data on various amounts of intermittent exposures
Ko noise to show the value of these recovery periods. A representative
condition is shown in Figure 2. This plot shows the noise levels consld_red

acceptable for certain h%tervals of noise tote' when they are followed by

lO-minuto intervals of no|so "off". Per use of these plots, tile operatorshollld be exposed to noise levels at least I0 dB below the Table 7 values

.. during the 10-minute recover}, periods.

It Is strong]y recommended that a separate control room be provided for each
befitthat must be attended, so that opez;atin_ personnel can be provided a [
relatively quiet envlrozlment that does not involve hearlng-loss noise levels. l

w'q_loisoand Conservation of }learing_ fl Department of Lhe Army Technical

-_ Bu]le£1n TB ].iED251, 25 January 1965. Ii.

"Hazardous Exposure to Int_r,littcllt and St_ady-S_ate Noise," National ]

. Academy of Science and National Research Council, Committee on llearlng, I '

[_ Bioacoustlcs, and Biomechanlcs ("C[[ABA"), January 1965. (Also published :• in tim Journal of the Acpustical Society of America, Vol. 39, No. 3,
pp, 451-464: March 1966).
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If the coaditions of Tables 7 and 8 m_d Figure 2 cannot: be met, ear pro-

teeters or a medically-supervlsed hearing couservation program az'e advised.

7. WALS||-H_':;d_EyREGULATION

The following oxcet'pts are taken frsm the Federal Reglstcr, Volume 34, No. 96,

_ May 20, 1969 regarding U.S. Department of Labor Safehy and Heal_h Standards:

Pars. 50-204.1 Scope and Application

_d (a) The Walsh-llealey Public ConLracts Ac_ requires
_) that contracts entered into by any agency of the United _"

S_ates for tilemanufactureor furnishingof materials_. supplies, articles, and equipment in ally amount ex- ;_u
ceeding $I0,000 must coutain, anlong other provisions,
a stipulatloll that nno part of such contract will he

v [ pal:formed nor will allyof tilematerials, suppiles, ._

: J-_ el'titles, or equipment to be manufactured or furnished ,,_
{_ under said contract be manufactured or fabrlaaLed in ,.2

ii r_ IAn'_lan_Sl'fae_'°rles'bui_d'n_' O_ _urro_lndln_s or .,_under working conditions which are unsanitary or
• hazardous or dangerous to t:he heal_h and safety of ,:_

_i}_ employees engag_.d In tileperformanc_ of sald contract. ;:2
' ComplJance with the safegy, sanitary, and factory in- :

_| M
sp0cgion laws of th_ State _n _hich the wol:k or part

thereof is to ha perfot'med shall be pri,ua-facle )

'f!i' evidence og compliance with this subsection.. _.;

;3 Pare. 50-204.10 Oecupatlonal Noise Exposure ..

"/, 1

_. J (a) Pro_cc_fon againsL the effects of no_se exposure

• -" shall be provided when tile so_lnd levels exceed those

'i I'| shown in Table I of this section _'/hel'_ measured on the'___ A scale of a standard sound level meter at: slow res-

i'i-" pease. When noise levels are deterl,ined by octave band

analysis, the equivalent A-weighted sound level may be
determined as follows:

_ 2-7
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, 1'40 ... _-_

7 n..m 120-- _,,_ -

loo-

--_ __ .-
- _9o.._!

0 ,,11 f I :
[t i 80 i i I r

'00 200 500 1000 20 _0 } " '

,[,l SANDCENTERFREQUENCYIN CYCLESPER SECOND '
Equivalent sound ]evel contours. Octave b_ind sound pl'eSSUl'O

l_vels may be colwet'Led LO the oqti[vaI_nL A-weighted sound

[_ level` by plotting them on this graph and hOLing tim A-welghted
• sound level corresponding to the poii{t of hii:hest pone[rail,on _ '

into tbo sound level contours. Thl,s equl,valent A-weighted

[_ sound level, which may differ from tile actual A-welghted_i sound _._-"-'of tilenol,se, is used to detornllne exposure
limits from Tahl,e I.

(b) Whm_ employees are subjected to sound excoeding

i[| those listed In Table I of thls section, feasible admlnlstra-t_ve or engineering controls shall be utl,l,l,zed. If suctl
c,mtrols fail to reduce sound l,i:ve]swlth£n the leve]s of the

table, personal protective equl,pmont shall be provided and

i_ used to reduce sound levels wl,thl,nthe levels of the table.

(c) I£ the variations in noise level involve maxlmC% at

intervals of l secolld or less, l,t is to be considered con-

/_ir _t ). 0 FP*

(d) In all, cases where the sound l,ovels exceed the
value.q shown herein, a continuing, effective hearlilg

' _onserval:ion jlrogram shall be adnil,nl,stered.
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._'_ TABLEI
PEPl.IISSIBLI':NOISE EXPOSURES I

Sound iDuration per level

day,hours dBA I

8 ................. _ ..... 90 '
6 ....................... 92 l'

I

_._ lj 95 L

,_. 3 97

2 .......................i00 ..:

i .......................i05 _

cI r
•!; k or less 115 _•

i[ IWhen the daily noise exposure is composed of two or ,lore .

"]'i . .| periods of noise exposure of different levels, their COla- .

': -I individual effect of each. If the sum of the following :
" fractions: CI/TI+C2/T2 .... Cn/Tn exceeds unity, then, !

__[,_ L._J th_mixed_xposuL.eshoul,lbeeonsJ.d_redtoexceedthe,'-;_'I _ ,-_...__llt Val.tte. Cn il%dieates the total time of exposure at

_'! _ _ _f_,ed lloise level, and Tn Jndicates tile total time '
.: of exposure permitted at that l_vcl.

- Exposure Lo impulsive or impact noise should not exceed j. _._

i:
8. EARPROTECTORS

[_ Table 9 presents the approximate attenuation of a good, fitted eat" plug (Air_[ Force Type V-51R) and a reasonably comfortable softly-s_allng ear muff (Air
Force Type PRU-I/P) used singly or iu combination. Other current models of

well-fitte_ molded oar plugs and oar muffs will approximate these values,

. ! _ although poorly fittiilg protectors will have leakage and will fall short of

-_
2-9
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these values by as much as 5 to i0 dB, In practice, ear plugs are more
likely to be poor-fltting because they work loose with time. For most

practlca] purposes the attenuation of e/tiler ear plu_;s or ear muffs may
be taken to be about the same and to equal the lower values marked with _
an "*" in Table 9.

The details of fitging, maln_ainlng and tileneed for persistent use of ear '"

protection are not discussed here as that must fall to tileMedical Director :_,

i'i _ and ultimately to til_user, it is merely emphasized tiler ear protectors
_ _ have no equal for certain specific noise situations, i

In the words of Dr. Atom Clorig, iGading otologlst in t|l|.S field, "the. best

ear protector is the one that is worn_"

i,
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TABLE 2

_- CATEGORY CLASSIFICATION AND SUGGESTED NOISE CRITERION RANGE ''

I_.I FOR INTRUDING b_:CNANICAL EQUIPb[ENT NOISE AS NEARD IN VARIOUS "

. INDOOR FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITY AREAS

CATEGORy. AREA (AND ACOUSTIC REQUIREMENTS) NOISE CRITERION

I Bedrooms, sleeping quarters, N0-20 _:
hosnltals_ rr.q_don_'_, .........

:" _ ho_els, motels, etc. (for sleeping, NO-30 .

Z restinG, relaxln8) .

2 Auditoriums, theaters, lar_o mooting NC-20 '

rooms, large conference roonlsj to ',.

churches, chapels, etc. (for vary NC-30
Good listoning conditions).

llJ 3 Prdvato offices, small conference NC-30

rooms, classroomsj librnriusj etc, to

r'_ (for good llste]1_ng col_dltlons). ' NC-35 i

_ 4 Lar_ offlee._;,reception areas, NC-35

'.!I !,a retail shops and stores, cafeterias, tO

I_ ,*I_ restaurants, etc. (for fair listening
NC-40

i conditions) .

_._' 5 Lobbies, labo_-atory work spaces,
drafting and engineering rooms, NC-40 .

_,. maIntena*_co shops such as for to
_:# el_ctrical equipment, otc. NC-50

_ (for moderately fair listenlng '"
conditions) .

i_ 6 Kitchens, laundries, shops_ garages,
machinery spaces, power plant control NC-45

rooms, etc. (for minimum acceptabl_ _o

" speech communication, no risk of NC-65 ,'hearing damage).
r

• !
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' TABLE 3

• _]. SPEECH INTERFERENCE LEVELS ("I'SIL"):
L AVERAGE NOISE LEVELS* (IN DB) TIIAT PFRMIT
q

i _ BARELY ACCEPTABLE SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY

• , :_ AT TilE DISTANCES AND VOICE LEVELS SIIOWN

_: Voice Level

" Distance

(ft) Normal Raised Very Loud Shou tin_

_: % 74 80 86 92

_ _ I 68 74 80 86
-, 2 62 68 74 80

[: _ 4 56 62 88 74

LI• 6 53 59 65 71

8 50 56 6g 68

":_i
_: lO 48 54 60 66 _)
_ 12 46 52 58 64 :

_'+_ 16 44 50 56 62 •

. £, _PSIL (_Speech Interference Level in ".Pz'eferred" Octave Bands) is
[_ arithmetic average of noise levels in the 500, i000 and 2000 Hz

octave frequency bands. PSlL values apply for average male voices

(reduce values 5 dE for female voice), with speaker and listener

faeln 8 each other, %isln8 unexpected word material. PSIL valuesmay |I_ increased 5 dE when familiar material is spokei%. Dis-
.... tances, assume no nearby reflecting surface to aid the speech sounds.

-_
i..

_.[_ ,
,, L....
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J- TABLE4

'" ESTIMATE OF OUTDOOR BACKGROUND NOISE BASED
ON GENERAL TypE OF COb_IUNITY AREA AND

NEidU_Y AUTOMOTIVE TRAFFIC ACTIVITY

(Detemnlnc the appropriate conditions that seem to best

the in thetimeinterval
describe area question during

that is most critical; i.e., day or night, probably

_i nlght if for sleeping, Then refer to corresponding_ Noise Code No. in Table 5 for average minimum background
_" I_l noise levels to be used in nolsa analysis, Use lowest i

Code No. where several conditions are found to be ,"

reasonablyappropriate.) NOISE

CONDITION CODE ;

NO. i
I. Nighttime, rural; no nearby traffic of concern i ._

2, Daytime, rural; no nearby traffic of concern 2

3, NlghLtlmo, suhurban; no nearby traffic of concern 2

4. Daytime, suburban; no nearby traffic of concern 3 [!

5. Nighttime,urban; no nearbytrafficof concnrn 3 [:
6. Daytime_ urban; no nearby tt:afflc of concern 4

_ 7. Nighttime, business or eommerieal area 4 ;!

_ -L-_ 8. Daytime, business or commercial area 5"

9. Nighttime, industrial or manufacturing area 5
_. 10. Daytime, industrial or manufacturing area 6

[_ Ii. Within 300 f_ of intcrmltteat light traffic route 4

,._!__ 12. Within 300 ft of continuous light traffic route 5

"13. Within 300 ft of continuous medium-density traffic 6

:'_ 14. Within 300 f_ of continuous heavy-d_nslty traffic 7

; 15. 300 tO 1000 ft from intermittent ligbt traffic route 3

16. 300 to 1000 ft from continuous light traffic route 4

17. 300 tO 1000 ft from continuous medlum-denslty traffic 5

I_ 18. 300 to 1000 ft from continuous beery-density traffic 6
19. 1000 to 2000 ft from intermittent light traffic 2 '

20, 1000 tO 2000 ft from continuous llght traffic 3
21. 1000 to 2000 ft from continuous al_dium-denslty traffic 4

22. lOO0 to 2Oh0 ft from continuous heavy-density traffic 5

2 23. 2000 to 40_0 ft from intermittent light traffic 1 '

24, _000 to 4000 it.from contlnuous llght crafflc 2

25. 2000 to 4000 ft from continuous medlum-density traffic . ' 3
26. 2000 to 4000 if'from continuous boavy-denslty traffic 4

2-16
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.,; TABLE 6

APPROXI_iATE NOISE REDUCTION OF OUTSIDE NOISE PROVIDED BY [
TYPICAL EXTERIOR WALL CONST&UCTION "

i! OCTAVE ',.
d ___ FREQUENCY :i
_ SAND

i _ 63 O 9 13 19 14 24 32 I%
q

.... _ '-- 125 0 I0 14 20 20 25 34 "

-- 250 0 ll i_ 22 26 27 36 I!:

' .'_" _00 0 12 16 24 28 30 38 _J

_ i000 0 13 17 26 29 33 42 t,

_ _ 2000 0 14 18 28 30 38 48 ':

? 4000 0 15 19 30 31 43 53 .:
8000 0 16 20 30 33 48 58

_. A: No wall; outside conditions. _

g_

[_ B: Any typical wall coastructlon, with open windows covering about,.:. 57. of exterior wall area.

:.i .. C: Any typical wall construction, wlth small open air vents of _bout 17,

.7 _ of exterior wall area, all windows closed.

D: Any aypieal wall constructlon_ with closed but operable windows
•T covering about 10-20% of exterior wall area.
/,

El Sealed glass wall construction, i/4 in. glass thickness over

approximately 507_ of exterior wall area.

F: Approximately 20 Ib/sq ft solid wall construction with no windows

and no cracks or openlngs.
U: Approximately 50 lh/sq ft solid wall construction wILh no windows -"

and no c=aeks or oponlngs.

U
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TABLE7

__ A. NAXIMUH SOUND PP_SSURE LEVELS

,j RECOMmeNDED FOR HEARING CONSERVATION FOR

FULL-TI_ f_ EXPOSURE TO BROAD-BAND NOISE

Sound Prossure Level in Band !i
Octave in dB re 0.0002 m£crobar i

Frequency

Band Recommended Recommended !(llz) by TB MED 251 b_y CIIABA ,, ,

li 125 -- 97 '

•-i 250 92 92 i:

_ SO0 _5 _9

i000 85 86

"_ 2000 85 85

,'- 4000 85 85

.- 8000 85 86

Id_CO_4ENDED FOR NEARING CONSERVATION FOR i_"

FULL-TItrE EXPOSURE TO NARROW-BAND NOISE OR PUgE TONES .'

Sound Pressure Level in Band

Octavo in dB re 0.0002 mlcrobar -
_ Frequency

Band Eecommr, ded Recommended .r:2
:; (l[z) by TB _._D 251 by CIIABA

|*J,J

" " 250 87 87

.,oo ,30 s,,.
IO00 80 81

2000 80 804000 80 80

8000 80 81

2-19
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TABLE 9

.i

APPROXIMATE ATTEh_ATION (TN DB) OF
I:

14ELL-FITTED EAR PLUGS AND EAR MUFFS '3

OCTAVE EAI{ EAR COMBINED
_, FREQUENCY PLUGS HUFFS ._

_. • _ BAND

i: _ (HZ)

ii:r_ ._1 16 12",'," 20
[,i 63 18 14* 22

125 20 16_ 24

250 22 19'_ 27

:1 500 24 24":_ 30

_jl I

L.,_ 2000 30_ 30 40

i_.[ 4ooo 33* 35 45 .!
_ " 8000 35 30* 40 'L

S.[ [_. _'_Inpractice, assume ear plugs and oar muffs to be equal and to
"" have values shown by _:"when used alone (for both ears, of course). _.

_1

21 '
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CI]APTER 3

NOISELEVELDATA

No£ee levels measured at seve_-al plants oF equipment Installations have been _i
collected and are su_marJ.zed in tileenclosed Tables i-3. 'l'he_earc dlvlded

f i roughly into various types of industries, and rile levels given represen= ths
J UJ approximate upper and lower limits found at various operator positions. This
_ does no£ represent an exhaustive survey of plallts or plant nolse;'_be data '

t_ me_ely indicate that hearing damage noise levels exist in many plant ar_as. ,_

_ J
:

. .1_'M .._ ]1

-- q2

': IJ •

i,

il '"
'i
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' TABLEi"
[

_._ SOME REPRESENTATIVE NOISE LEVEL RANGES

AT VARIOUS OPERATOR POSITIONS INI

VARIOUS INDUSTRIES

, i; ._[7 (MANY ACTUtJ, SITUATIONS INCLUDED,
BUT BY NO MEANS A CO_tPLETE LISTING)

OCTAVEFREQUENCYBAND INNz ?_

_F 31 . 63 125 250 500 1Ouu 2000 4000 8000. "IWOODANDPULPPROSESSING

88 102 108 114 114 112 lll 106 97

l]- 72 79 81 90 91 86 81 76 67

- POWER SAWS_ MOLDERS. PLANERS

[!
' 89 95 I01 106 109 109 106 102 101 I::

I

60 65 69 71 73 74 73 72 70

:_ _ PRINTING (INCL. NEWSPAgF,KS)_ DOOIOIINDINU

. 85 9.5 102 98 96 92 89 88 90 ,

DROSNINOO.INDIN0 ,,
J

80 88 86 85 84 82 80 7,', 70

L.; ROCK DRILLS AND AIR CO_N_SSORS

80 88 98 102 103 98 95 90 88 •70 80 88 • 88 84 8.5 80 80 75

COAL CAR SHAKE-OUT
i00 119 llS iii 108 105 104 103 98

90 III 105 I01 I00 95 94 92 82

/ 3-2
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. TAELE3

.__ SOME REPRESENTATIVE NOISE LEVEL ILANGES

I.l .AT VARIOUS OPERATOR POSITIONS IN ',

"' VARIOUSINDUSTRIES

_-' (_tANYACTUALSITUATIONSINCLUDED, .z

] BUT BY NO HEANS A COMPLETE LISTING)

T,

; _ OCTAVE FREQUENCY BAND IN /[z
31 63 125 250 500 , I000 2000 4000 8000

['i. _ ELECTRICGENERATINGSTATIONS
:" 106 104 I08 107 105 103 i00 94 84 :

r,

r_
GAS COMPRESSOR STATIONS

:

!.._ 12E I09 I03 99 96 96 95' 99 i08

"{_i:4 85 83 85 90 84 76 76 77 73 .:i

!'_L ,_N_o_EQ_I_".NT_oo_s .
_i g0 94 93 90 88 89 89 86 80 _.:

i_i 8o^__HIN_R_,F_,T_CTORS
85 95 log Io4 lo_.,o2 _8 95 9268 72 78 79 78 72 7o _3 88



• " cgA).'TER 4 '

' AII_ORNE SOIJND DISTRIBUTION

INDOORS AND OUTDOORS

A brief discussion is given here on sound transmission inside a room and in

an outdoor situation. The objective of this diacusslon is to give the readera basic understanding of the role of e+acoustlc ahsorptlon a inside a room and

the various factors that influence sound propagation out-of-doors.

i. BOUND DISTRIBUTION IN A ROOM

-- _, SPL Vsriation with Distance. It is generally true that the sound

pressure level (SPL) drops off as one moves away from the sound source. In

•+ an outdoor "free-field" situation (no reflecting surfaces except the ground), [._

the SPL drops off at tbe rate of 6 dB for each doubling of distance fro,, the "(

-- acoustic center of the source (there are qualifications to Lhis generalization

that can be ignored for the |)resent). In an indoor s|.tuatlon, all the _n-

closing surfaces of a room confine th_ sound waves so that t|l_y cannot continue

_. spreading out indefinitely and become dissipated with distance. Instead) as

).! the sound waves bounce around with'in the _'oom, a certain amount of energy is
absorbed at each reflection hut) in general, thez'e is a build-up of sound

level because the soulld energy is "trapped" inside the room and cannot escape

_) " (somewhat figuratively speaklng). In a highly reverberant room) with we|Is

_ that are hard, rigid and completely impervious, very lltt]e sound energy is

absorbed at eacb reflection so the so_md bounces around a ].ong time before it

I_ ultlma_ely is absorbed. In ibis type of room) _he _'oom becomes almos_

|.j "saturated" wltb sound; and as one moves _way from the sound source) tile sound

_: . level drops off v_ry slowly with distance (possibly only % to 1 dg per doubling

{...[_ of distance for some relatively small) but very reverberant rooms). In a
highly absorptive room, howev[)r) a conslderahle amount of energy is absorbed

|_i at each reflection as the sound waves bounce around the room. Tbere is less

i build-up of sound within tile room; and as one moves away from th_ sound source,

soondleveldropsoff r pidlyCposs hly2 to ,,dBperdouhli.gof
distance). Note that the walls would have to he 100% al,sorptive in order to

" _ have no reflected sound at all. This would then simulate the outdoor free-

t', I-_ field conditiol_) tbat requires no reflecting surfaces, and the sound level

drop-off with distance would become the theoretical maximum of 6 dg per

- doubling of distance.

I: '' Thus, in a qualitative sense, it is seen that tile reduction of sound pressure

-. _ level Indoors) as one moves across the roo_ away from the r.ound source, is

.. dep ende]_t On the degree of absorption and, Of course) on the distance that

- i_ one moves. The amount of absorption also involves surface areas of the room.All of tbls is expressed quantitatively by the curves of Figure i at the end of

this chapter. As an example of the use of Figure l) suppose a room has an

i.g amount of sound absorption that produces a "Room Constant, R 'I va]uo ofI000 sq ft. At a distance of 2% ft from the acoustic cantor of a non-directional

'.-. sound source, the "RELATIVE SPL", as read off the left-hand slde of the graph

g for the R=I000 curve, is -7% dB. At a 5-ft dlstence, the REL SPL becomes' -ll dR) indicating a reduction of 3% dR as one doubles the distance in going

. from 2% to 5-ft distance. Continuing, at a lO-ft distance) the REL SPL becomes

. I!:Ji:1
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-13 dB, indicating a reduction of 2 dB as one doubles the distance from 5 ft r

I
to i0 ft. Then, at a 20-ft distance, the REL SPL becomes -16 dB, indicating
a reduction of only 1 dB as one doubles the distance from i0 ft to 20 ft. The

other curves for other v_lues of Room Constant (rElated to room absorption)give other variations of SPL with distallco away from the source. Only if a Jl

room has an infinite Room Constant (perfect sotnld absorption at all the side I

wall and ceiling surfaceS), would the sound pressure level drop off indefinitely
J

at tlle outdoor rate of 6 dB doubling of distance. [iper
P

It is seen that Figure I offers a means of estimating the amount of noise level i

reduction for a piece of meehallleal equipment in a room as one moves from one !I
distance Co any other distance in the room, provided one knows tlle Room Constant

of that room. Obviously, tlle next step is to calculate or estimate tile value

of the Room Constant. J

b_. Room Constant. A suitable acoustics textbook will give details of a

fairly accurate calcul_tion of the Room Constant for any specific room, knowing(i) all tile room dimensions, (2) the wall, floor end ceiling materials, (3) the

amount and type of acoustic absorption materials, and (4) the sound absorption
coefficients of tile acoustic materials at various specified frequencies. For

the of these notes, however, such a h_gh degree of accuracy is not co.-
purpose I

sldered necessary, so a simplified estimating procedure is suggested. It must
• be recognized that this simplification yields a less accurate estimate than _

[_ does the mor_ detailed textbook procedure, but it is nevertheless considered
|:,

acceptable for use here. The basic steps of the simplified procedure are [i,
listed as follows:

I. _eterminE the total interior surface area of tile room.

2. Determine the total are_ of acoustic absorption material

[_ _o be applied to tilewalls and/or ceiling of the room.3. From seeps 1 and 2, determine Lhe percentage of total

room surface covered with absorption materlal.

.1, _# 4. From Part A of Table i determine tll_"room label"

._ fJ associated will] the percentage figure found in step 3
above.

¢|

0olcoio ethe oluoooftheroooi ooft
6. From FigurQ 2 (at the end of this cI*apter), using tlle

i_ volume of step 5 and tile"room label" of stop 4, deter-mine _he appsoxlmate Room Constant (R in sq ft) for
the _'oom. This value applies foL" octave band frequencies

of 500-8000 Hz.7. Determine the corrected values of R for 31-125 Hz as given

in Part B of Table i. The values differ depending on the

type of acoustic treatment used. Soe the footnotes ofTable 1 regarding I'NRC" values normally associated with

i in. and 2 in. thick acoustic absorption materials.

_ _, ExamDlg, Assume a I:00m 40 ft long, 30 ft wide and 15 ft high. Tile
total interior surface area is fibOO sq ft and tilevolume of the room is

18,000 cu ft. Suppose 2 in. thick acoustic panels having an NRC of 0.80 are

_ 4-2
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used ovbr the full ceiling area and in a 5-ft wide b.lnd around all four walls.
The total area of acoustic treatment is 1900 sq ft_ giving 42% area coverage.
In Table l, 42% is seen to fall about midway between a J'bledium-Dead Room" and ':

_! a "Dead Room". In Figure 2, for a room volume of 18,000 eu ft and a room
lahe] between "Medium-Dental" and "I)ead"_ the vahm of R is found to be approxi-

mately 2000 sq ft. This value would apply for 500-8000 Hz.. At lower fre-

quencles, tilevalue of the corrected Itwould be (from Part B of Table i):

0.2 R or 400 sq ft at 31 llz,

0.3 R or 600 sq ft at 63 l[z,l 0.5 R or lO00 sq ft at 125 l[z,
0.8 R or 1600 sq ft at 250 Ilz.

i_ Continuing th_s example, suppose it is desired to find the SPL reduction Jn this
room while going from 3-ft to 20-ft distance from the noise source. In -7

- Figure i, find tb_ difference Is REL SPL between 3 ft and 20 ft for R values of:

."- 400 600 I000 1600 and 2000 sq ft.

I] Th_se.rea_fellows,fnorder:
3 dB 4 dB 5 dB 6 dB and 7 dB. i

I]- Thus, the particular piece equipment by ,i:i:L 3-ft SPLs for the of would be red.cod
:" these amounts to obtain the 20-ft SPLs for the frequency bands, in order: ,

31 63 125 250 at'_d 500-8000tlz,

d, SPL in a Room _'l_eI_ PWL is Known. In tbe event that the sound _mwe E

"i"['! level (PWL)Ofwlthsome Fleeesmallofequipment islnl,.ows, the samethe ordln.tcgeneralprocedureof tl,e
!J, may be used, one exception. Figure], graph,El"

"" "Relative Sound Pressure Level" (abbreviated to "REL SPL") is ac_ually related

-, -r-N to SPL and PWL by the equation i

:_:! l_ " SPL = PWL + REI, SPL "

, for any particular Distance D and Room Constant R. In this equation, SPL is

"'I _ given in the standard unit "dB re 0.0002 microbar", PWL is given in the standard
_-- unit 'tdBre i0" watt! _, and ILEL SPL is quoted in decibels and is the conversionL

te_'m that relates SPL to PWL. In the above equation, the R.EL SPL is read

,_ directly off the ¢u_'ve of Figure 1 for a p_rtlcular D and R value. Then, Ifthe PWL is known, tbe SPL cas be calculated.

e, Example. Suppose a machine is to be installed in the acousticallytreated room described above and suppose it is desirable to find the SPL at a

distance Of 20 ft. For this example, suppose that the manufacturer submits
PWL data for this unit. The PWL values are listed in Column 2 of the

J ' I_ accompanying table. It was learsed above tbat the Room Constant had the values
H

400, 600, i000, 1600 and 2000 sq ft at the various frequencies. From Figure I,
REL SPL values can be determined for the particular Room Constant values

L:

n'_ f
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-l at a 20-ft distance, These values aye shown in Column 3 of the table
i ,,_ below. Finally, since

SPL = PWL + I_ELSPL,

I_i the SPLs can be calculated. These are listed in Column 4.

Col. i Col. 2 Col. 3 0ol, 4

Octave PWL REL SPL at 20 ft
Balld (dB re SFL ((_ re

_ .(Hz__ 10"12w) (dg) 0.0002microbar

•.'ilI -lO s5
. !_ 63 93 -12 81

i, 125 91, -14 80

[._ 250 95 "16 79' 500 99 "17 82
1000 102 "17 85

;" _ 2000 10t "17 91

!J 4000 105 -17 88

8000 "" 94 -17 77

_f. Qual_flcatlons. There are two points Lhat should be kept in mlnd in :,

usln_ the data of Figure I. These are .bosh suggested by the caption under _he _,
abscissa of the grapb: "Equivalent dls_ance from acoustic center of a non-

I" i
directional source". Strictly speaking, ve_-y few noise sources i. real llfe

_, are completely non-directional sources, but in this wrlto-up and in many _
conventional noise problems the assumption is made that the source is non-

[

I directional, that is, that it radiates sound equally in all directions. If ,,!j the _ruo directional charactet'istics are known, they may be used, but for the -
present purpose this is not required. The second point regards the "distance _

_. _ from the acoustic center." The acoustic center, as tlleterm impliesj is the

U location that would be occunied by a "point source" of equal sound power output. {
The scoustic concer of a noise source may be at the nearest surface of the unit

being measured, or it may he located somewhere near the geometric center inside

the For of Figure tiledistance should be
Ulllt. strictlya correc£ use I,

referred to the acoustic cen_er, hut in pt'ac_ice the location of the center is
sos always obvious. Also because most large machines cannot be replaced

m

precisely by equivalent "point sources", the SPL that could he calculated for :s very close distance (such as I or 2 ft from the machine) may not agree with
the actual _easured SPL n_ that very close dlstance, i

U N, Data Form i, A copy of Data Form 1 is given at tile end of Chapter 4.

Thls form summarizes the step-by-s,tep procedure for estimating the Room

Oonstant of a room. Data Form 1 can be duplicated by the user for working on
various specific sltuattons

h. Exam iD.___.To illustrate the use of Data Form 1 and Table i, the

i kdI_ reader is given the re|lewis@ exercise. Suppose a given _lanufscturing spaceis 100 ft ionB_ 50 ft wide and 20 ft high. Calculate the Room Constant for

four conditions: (1) for Condition 1 there is no acoustic absorption msterlal

in the roonl;" (2) for Condition 2 the entire ceiling area is covered with a I in.thick acoustic absorption ceiling panel (NRC = 0.65 to 0.74); (3) for Condition 3
the entire ceiling area and one-half the side wall area is covered with a 1 in.

_ 4-4
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thick acoustic panel (NRC = 0.65 to 0.74); .and (4) for Condition 4 the entire
ceiling area is covered with a 2 in. thick acoustic panel (NRC = 0.75 to 0.85).

Assume that the noise level at tile operator position of a mac|line in that room

is 90 dB in all the octave bands when there is no room absorption; assume that
- the operator position is 3 ft from the "acoustic center" of the machine _hen

-- using Figure I. Next, determine the noise levels that would exist in that
room at distances of 3 ft (ti_e ope_'ator posltlon), i0 ft and 50 ft from the

_- acoustic center of the machine for the four conclltions of acoustic absorption

_ given above.

f;
I_ Th_ nee;let to tills problem is sun_narlzed in the table below.

Oet ave Cond ition Cond ition Condit ion Cond itionFrequency i 2 3 4

SPLs at 3-ft distance:

31 90 g6 85 86

63 90 86 85 85

125 90 86 86 86

250 90 87 87 87

_ __ 500-8000 90 88 88 88

"" SPLs at 10-ft distance;

63 89 82 go 81

I_! 125 89 81 80 80

.:__-3 250 88 81 79 80

500-8000 87 81 80 81

SPLs at 50-ft distance:

,v 31 89 8i 7g gi

63 89 81 78 79

125 89 80 77 78250 88 78 75 77

500-8000 85 77 74 77

The simplifications used in this procedure introduce possible errors of i or

2 dB (perhaps even 3 dg for some situations), so extreme accuracy should not

be expected. Nowever, a few obvious points from tile above example should benoted. First, In thQ higil frequency region (where hearing protection is

-,_- usually most important), the use of acoustic absorption on the 'ceiling and

sld_ walls gives very little protection to tile operator who works only 3 ftf.rom his swn machine. Also, in a completely non-absorbent room, the SPLs do

not drop off very mush with distance from the machine.. With acoustic absorp-

tlon present! however, noise levels drop off noticeably as one moves away from

4-5



_, tile noise source. Thus, when an .operator is exposed to tile combinud noiseof several machines in the room, at leasL some portions of that total noise
can b_ redt=eed with all application of acoustic absorption.

'fable 2 at the end of thls cbapter may'be used to estimate the reduction of
noise level at increasing distances from a noise source for a range of Room
Constant values. Tbese amounts of reduction are based on a "starting point '_

of 3 ft from the noise source, and merely represent a simplification ofFigure 1 tdlen 3 ft is the "normalized" starting distance. To illustrate the

use of Table 2, suppose that a room has a Room Constant of 700 sq ft at a

given frequency m_d it is desired to know the reduction in SPL in going' from the normalized 3-ft dlstnnce out to I0 ft and 50-ft dlstancos (these

values were involved in the problem given at tbo beginning of this discussion),
In Table 2 it is seen that the SPL reduction would be 3 dE at I0 ft and 5 dB

_ at 50 ft, relative to the SPL at 3 ft, Tbe vahles will be found to agree

with the SPL data given in tile tabul.ated answer above for Condition I at the

500-8000 Hz octave frequency bands.

2. SOUND DISTRIBUTION OUT-OF-DOORS

a. Effect of Distance. As a general rule, sound from an essentially

localized source spreads out as it travels away from the source, and the soundpressure ]_vel (SPL) due to that source decreases at tb_ rate of 6 dB per

doubling of distaltee (referred to as "the inverse square law") This effect is "

_' due to spreading only, and tbls is an effect common to all types of energy
I-

• propagation originating from on essentially point source and free of any specisl I
focussing or beam-controlling devices. In addition, the air absorbs a certain

:! amount of sound en(!rgy due to "moleeular absorption". For short distances:_ (less than a few hundred feet) this energy absorption Call be ignored, but for
sotlnd propagation over a reasonably large distance it sbould be considered,
Ftlrther, tile"molecular absorption" effect is greater at hlgb frequencies than

I:i it at fro oermie0
In the present discussion, time does not permit a detailed quantitative treat-

_ meet of p]mnt nolso that escapes to the neighbors , so it must be sufficienthere to note merely that °soaping plant noise will drop off at the rate of
about 6 dB for each doubling of distance from the noise source. Thus, a noise

bl level of 80 dB (in a specified octave bancl) at some measurement point, say 200 ft

il from the outdoor noise source, would, in general, yield a noise level of 74 dB
at 400-ft distance, 68 dB at 800-ft distance, 62 dB at 1600-ft distance, and
so on.

' _. Effect of Atmospherics, Precipitation, wind, wind gradients (wltb

al_Itude), temperature, temperature gradients (with altltude), and relative

humidity are possible atmospberlo faotol:s in outdoor sound transmission.

Rain, mist, fog, hail, sleet and snow are the various forms of precipitation to

consider. These have not been studied extensively in their natural state sothere are no representative values of excess attenuation to be assigned to them,

Rain, hail and sleet may change tbe background noise levels, and a thick blanket

of snow provides allabsorbent ground cover for sound traveling at grazing inci-

near gro_md, practice, course, precipitation or a of
dene_ tile In of blanket

snow are intermittent, temporary and of relatively short total duration, and
they could not be counted on for steady-state sound control, even if they should

offer noticeable attenuation,

4- 6
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A stsady, smooth flow of all would have notlceablo
wind, oqusl at altitudes, no

effect on sound transmission, in practice, however, wind speeds aru slightly

higher above th_ ground than at the ground, all(|the resulting wind speed
gradlen£s tend to "bend" sound waves over large dls_anoes. Sound traveling with
the wind is bent down to earth, while sound traveling against the wind is bent

upwards above the ground. There is little or no increase in sound levels due to

j the sound waves being bent down; in fact, there is additional loss at tilehigherfrequencies and at tlie greater distances. There call be some reduetlon of sound

+_: levels at relatively long distances (bsyond a few hundred yards) when the sound
+. waves are bent upward, for sound traveling agalns_ the wind.

+ 41 .I
"_ Irregular, turbulent or gusty wind provides fluctuations in sound transmission

:; over largo dlstanc_s. Ti_enet effect of those fluctuations may bo an average
":' n reduction of a fcw decibels per 10O yards for gusty wind with speeds of 15 to

30 mph. However, gusty wind or wind direction cannot he counted on for noise
control over the lifetime of an installation.

_r_ Constant _elnperature wlth altitude produces no effect o11 sound transmission,

but temperature gradients can produce bending in much the same way as wind
. _ gradients do. Air temperature above the ground is normally cooler than at the

' I_ ground, and the denser air abov_ tends to bend sound waves upward. With
++ _Itemperature inversions Ittbe warm air above the surface bends the sound waves

down to earth. These effects are negligible at short distances hut tbey may

'I_ amount to several dB at very largo distances (say, over a half-mile). Again,
_I there is little or no incr(_.ase, but there may be a decrease Ill sound levels.

_ Temperature gradients Sllould not be relied o,i as a noise control aid.

, Very low relatlvo humidity (lO to 20%) Increases tile effect of "molecular ab-
_._. sorp£1on" of sound energy. These low values of relative humidity are seldom
_' l;t found in ,lost inhabited areas, howevor.

In summary, there are atmospheric effects which would seldom increase but could
': decrease sound levels at large dlstancea front a source. These decreases are

'_ usually of an Intermittent) short-time duration and they are usually heneficlaltothe=ei orgivingloopers,oolsoredootlo+whentheyoooor,
=' is best not to rely on them for long-tlme benefits in terms of noise control
i!_ -_I. deslgn.

U
;:- _ o. Attenuation Provided by Barriers A wall, a building, a large mound

' _Jl of earth, a hill or some other type of solid structure, if large enough, san: serve as a partial "barrier tr to sound and can provide a moderate amount of
• sound reduction for a receiver located within the "shadow" provided by the
' barrier.

• .. Table 3 gives a sketch of s barrier and tile excess attenuation _hat might be

, , expected from the barrier as a function of certain dimensions, This attenuation

+;:iY_'_ is in addition to the distance effect of the "inverse square imp". For a barrierto be effective, its lateral width should extond beyond the llne-of-slght between

the source' and receiver by at least as much as the height of the barrier extends

DI! above _he llne-of-slght. Also th_l:e must be no nearby large reflecting surfacesthat can reflect sound around tbe barrier into the shadow zone. The distance D

"-: in the sketch of Table 3 must be very large compared to the distance R and the[

4-7
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height }[. Tile attenuation values given in Table 3 will apl_ly equally for the
two conditions:

(I) Sound source at Point A and receiver at Point N, or(2) Sound source at Point B and receiver at Point A.

The barrier loses effectiveness at very large distances because sound that passes

__j over the of tilebarrier be bent back down to tile ground by wind and
top may

temperature gradients. If D is greater than I mile, the attenuation values used

}_ should be only about one-half the values given in Table 3.

, If a barrier wall is to be built or used as a noise control clerics s the
"transmission loss" of tilewall (or bulhling) should exceed by at least I0 dB

: • _ in all frequency bands the excess attenuation co be expected from the wall.
Tbls can usually be met with a solid wall (no cracks) having a surface weight

of lO co 20 ib per sq ft.

" If the barrier is .Ila_o_ "thick" building, tile distance R should b= L_d_en from J

'-- Point A to the near wall of tilebuilding and the height IIshould be the heigbt

of tile building at the near wall. There sbould be no large openings entirely -_

_hrough the buildin_ that would destroy the effectiveness of the building as a !barrier. A few snlall open windows in the near and far walls would probably be

acceptable, provided the interior rooms are large. _r_

:. '_ Cautionl Note that a large reflecting surface, such as the barrier wall, may _!
reflect more sound in the opposite direction than tbere would have been with no
wall at all present, If tbere is no special focussing effect, tilewall may

. JI_ produce aE most only .bout 2 or 3 dB higher levels in the dlrection of the
reflected sound_ i

_ _ d, Attenuation Provided by Trees. Heavy dense growths of woods provide i
,: '_-J a small amount of sound attenuation. To be effective both winter and summer, [:

tbere should be a reasonable mixture of both deciduous and evergreen trees,

[ _,I Also tile ground cover sllould be sufficiently dense tbat sound cannot pass under
tbe absorbent upper portion of the trees, For dense woods of several hundred

feet deptb, tile sound may pass over the tops of tbe trees, in which case the

.:: _ attenuation tbrougb the trees should never be considered greater than the excess
_ attenuation over tiletrees, as determined from tile application of Table 3.

Table 4 gives the approximate excess attenuation of sound through dense woods,

'J I_ w|ler_ dense woods are taken as Having az_ average I'vislbility penetration" of
about 70 to lO0 ft. Occasional trees and hedges give no significant ettenu-

allen. "Visibility penetration" is tbe average msxlmum distance in the woods

at whlcil some small portions of a large (3-it square) wbite cloth can still beseen.

_, Noise Reduction of a House or Building, Outdoor noise normally sufferssome noise reduction when it passes indoors into a house or building, even
when the building has open windows, The amount of noise reduction (NR) varies

with the building constructlonD orientation, wall area, window area, open

window Some estimated NR values for building construcalons were
area. etc.

given in Table 6 of Chapter 2.

_ 4-8
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TABLE 1

ACOUSTIC2:REAT_NTDETAILSFOR USEWITH[ i

FISUKES i AND 2 IN ESTIHAI'INO ROOM CONSTANT

PART A. SURFACE COVERAGE OF ACOUSTIC HATERIAL

[_"_ Percentage of Total Room Room Label
Surface Area Covered on Figure 2

with Absorption Material Curves -

O_L IrLive Room"
10% "Medium-Live Room"

i' "[_J, 15-207. "Average Room" ,:30-357. " " Room"Hedlum- Dead

50-607. "Dead Room" _
K

.L, PART B. LOW FREQUENCY CORRECTION TO "R" :i

- q

" '[_ Octave Corrected R to be used in Figure 1 for :
'_-'}_ Baud NRC = 0.65 - 0,74 NRD = 0.75 - 0.85 H

andifthere_sno

......I_ (IIz) acoustic absorption "_,
31 0.2 R 0.2 R

; 63 0.2 R 0.3 R ,o. R O. R [

RJD
250 0..5 R 0.8 R

_L.....

,!
[;. _ Note: NRC is "noise reduction coefficient". NRC values are published

i_ Eor all acoustical materials manufactured a.d distributed by
:_,I| members of the Acoustical Materials Association (or successor"

: _ organization) .

._,.I_ An NRO of 0.65 to 0.74 can be met by most perforated, fissured i
_1 _ or textured acoustic tiles or panels of 3/4-In. or l-ln. thick-
__. hess or by most perforated panels containing at least i in.

thick layers of glass fiber or mineral woo], i

An NRC of 0.75 0.85 can be met by most 2-in. thick layers of T

acoustic absorption material or by most 3/4-in. or 1-in, thick

: L_ acoustic materials spaced at least. 2 in, away from the wall or :_'_" u 10 in, away from the ceiling from which they are supported,
[!_I,

- L-_ /
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TABLE 3

APPROXIMATE NOISE REDUCTION (IN DB)

PROVIDEDBY A SOLID BARRIER

_; _ (Do not go above 24 dB or below O dB attenuatlon in
_! L,; any bands. See text for discussion. Use one-half

i"_'_;,I_ o£ attenuation for D greater than 1 mile.
SOURCE [K RECEIVE_

_L " JR

!_ A R D B

RATIO NOISE REDUCTION IN F}_EQUENCY BAND
_J

.H2/R 63 125 250 500 1o0o 2000 4000 800O 1

.(ft) H__Z HZ HZ HZ HZ HZ HZ HZ 'i

':'_ o.3-o.4 o o 3 6 9 12 15 18 _=_

[_ 0.5-0.8 O 2 5 8 ii 14 17 20

=,, 0.9-1.2 i _; 7 1O 13 16 19 22

)'-._.., 1.3-1.9 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24

b,i"_ 2.0-3.1 5 8 ii 14 17 20 23 24
!'!_""_- 3 •2-_".9 7 i0 13 16 19 22 24 24

_,_I_ 24 24 24
j,__ 5-8 9 le 15 18 21

9-12 Ii 14 17 20 23 24 2'_ 'P4 ,_

13-20 13 16 19 22 24 24 24 24

_, __"__ over 20 i_ 18 21 2_ 24 24 24 2_

iL!

" _-15 "
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TABLE4

APPHOXIMATENOISE REDUCTION(INDB)
I/ P}IOVIDED BY DENSE WOODS (

(Mixed Deciduous and Evergreen trees; 20-I_O ft

"_ height, visibility penetration of 70 to i00 ft)

}
fl 00_A_ EXCESS :
,J FREQUENCY ATTENUATION

'!

BAND (indBper :_

(NZ) iooft. orwoods) ii
i 63 1/2 i

125 i

250 i-1/2

Ii 5oo' 2

I_ iooo 3
;, 2000 _

8000 5

Notes :
I. For average IO-20 ft height, use one-half

I_ the rate given in the table.

2. For sparse woods of 200-300 ft visibility
penetration, use one-half the rate given -"

_i _ in the table,

_-14
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. DATAFORMi

ROOM CONSTANT OF SOURCE ROOM OR RECEIVER ROOM

B

ROOM NO. OR DESIGNATION

i, AVERAGE ROOM DISTENSIONS (IN FT.)

LENGTH WIDTH IIEIGHT,
2, VOLUMEOF ROOM CU. FT.

. 3, TOTAL INTERIOR SURFACE _/LEA OF ROOT| SQ. FT.

4, AREA OF PLANNED ACOUSTIC TREATME_f* SQ. FT.

5. PERCENT AREA COVERED BY ACOUSTIC TREATI.[ENT 7.

' " (I00 x Item 4/Item 3)

[_ 6. "ROOM LABEL" FOR ITEM 5 FROM TABLE IA, CllAI'TER4

7. FOR ITEMS 2 AND 6, ROOM CONSTA_f FROM FIG, 2, CIL%PTER 4

R = - 8Q, FT. FOR 500 - 8000 Hz

"' "Itl. ! 8. CHECK ACOUSTIC ABSORPTION TREATb_[_I':

NONEOR ClNRC = 0.65 - 0,74 NRC = 0.75 - 0,85

L/t i TIIEN_ FOR 31 Hz 0,2 R = 0,2 R =

63 Hz 0,2 R = 0.3 R =

_! 125 l|z 0.3 R = 0.5 R =

250 llz 0.5 R = 0.8 R =

:? $ 9. ROOM CONSTANT FOR ALL OCTAVE BANDS, IN SQ. FT.O
(Repeat appropriate values from Items 7 and 8)

• [-._ / OCTAVE FILEQUENCY BAND IN Hz L

¢¢Add 507. of floor area to l_em 4 if floor is carpeted or has drapesor upholstered furniture. Treat Lhis as NR0 = 0,65 material,

{#Add to all hands any area always open to the outside, i,e,, having

L_ 1007. ahsorption.

" 4-Is
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DATA FORM i

ROOM CONSTANT OF SOURCE ROOM OR ROOM
_CEIVER

ROOM NO. OR DESIGNATION
p-

:_! J'! i. AVERAGE ROOM DIMENSIONS (IN FT.)

'_ LENGTH WIDTH ]{EIC[IT

2. VOLUME OF ROOI_I CU. FT.

_ 3. TOTAl INTERIOR SURFACE AILEA OF ROOM SQ. FT.

_- _. AF.EA _F PLANNED ACQUSTTC TREATME_[D'r S0. FT.

.. 5. PERCENT AREA COVEILED BY ACOUSTIC TREATmeNT 7.
(100 x Item 4/Item 3)

{

"I_!I I 6. "ROOM LABEL" FOR ITEM 5 FROM TABLE IA, CHAPTER Ii , '

7. FOR ITEMS 2 AND 6, ROOM CONSTAh'f FRObl FIG. 2, CHAPTER 4 <

R = SQ. FT. FOR 500 - 8000 Hz

'.i ' 8. CHECK ACOUSTIC ABSORPTION TREAT_ENT:

R _°ME°R FI!Ii: NRC = 0.65 - 0,74 NRO = 0.75 - 0.85 ,;
TIIEN. FOR 31 Hz 0.2 R = 0.2 R =

P 63 }Iz 0.2 R = 0.3 R =

_)_ 125 Hz 0.3 R = 0.5 R = .,

.H J 250 Hz 0.5 R = 0.8 R = ;

0RooNTANT,OROOT,IN,T'
_L_*J

(Repeat appropriate values from Items 7 and 8) '.

'/_ 63 125 250 SOU lOOO 2000 4000 8000

_Add 507. of floor area to Item 4 if floor is carpeted or has drapes
• Or upholstered furniture. Treat this as NRC = 0.65 material.

....... _ _#Add _o all bands any area always open to the outside, i.e., having

1007.absorption.

_ 4-15
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'CHAPTER5
h _

PRINCIPLES, METHODS AND EXA_[PLES .,

OFNOISECONTROLIN_CI{INEDESIGN '

Although there still exist ,*allyquestions oi% the psych_loglcal and physiological• effects of noise on people, there is no quostlon that too many people are cur-

rently exposed to too m_ich noise, With this premise as an accepted fact, we
"" _ wish to consider here hriefly some of the basic methods of noise control that

are available and that are in pracSlcal use in many pla:es whore people have

agreed that some noise must be stopped,

"_ Of course, it is highly desirable at the time of the or_gi.al design to reduce
the noise generated and radiated by a machine. Usually. however, a complex

machine represents an evolutionary growth of nDe nr fllor,_simpler machines, afld
I; as the size, speed, emlplexLty and pdrformanee increase, concern for noise is
Id lost along the way_ if indeed there was ever any such e_ncern Ill the first place.

As a result, the completed machine may be noisy and it is probably so uniquely

put together that it is virtually Imposslble to go back into the machine andsimply insert a few helen-reduction treatments, As a result we rather seldom

: have the opportunity to change the "internal workings" _f a complex machine;

[_i instead, we are usually restricted to working around tileperimeter of the pro-
blem, This imposes ratlle_ serious llmltations on tilel_else control that can he
achieved.

I;  ovortboloss., h.bo*weoonontheins* eo*tbo tsiOeoft,o  chl,e
there are certain basic approaches to noise control. Firss, actual noise level
goals or criteria are established for the work space in question. In most

_I factory spaces, tilegoal is to achieve "safe" noise levels for the protection
tj of hearing or to achieve low enough noise levels to carry on som= degree of

..... reliable speech communication. Next, we almoss always Imclude measurements of

[_ the noise and vibraslon of the machine that _s to he qu_eced, in order" todeSermlne and to quantify the principal components and paths of noise. Then,
_...J we are in a position So design noise control treatments for the machil_n,

[_ i. NOISE PRODUCING _CHANIS/.IS

._ J "Let us first look briefly at a few of tile typical mechamlsms that produce noise,

This i_ not a complete |lot; bu_ it perhaps will begin to remind one of thebasic noise sources of various types of machines.

Figure i illustrates some of the basic movements in machines that can give rise

[,_ to noise or vibration. Incidentally, we can treat vibration almost synonymously
with nolsej because usually a vibration sourc_ elthe_" produces noise Itself or

causes somothlng else to which it is attached to produce or radlaKe uolse,

" Hencej the term "structure-borne noise" frequently desczlbes this mixture of" noise and vlbrat_on,

Figure 2 illust_stes the mechanisms whereby high speed _ir movement can generateturbulence; and turbulence is almost synonymous wit|] noEse. Remember that Sound

is caused by the vibration of air particles, and turbulent air flow produces
vibration of the air particles In the airflow, The noise radiated from the rear

,.._ of a jet englno is a dynamic example of how turbulence _roduces noise,

LA
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_. Figure 3 illustrate_ one of the possible but usually less scrlous producersof noise, Motors and transformers are relatlvely simple examples of noise
caused hy electro-magnetic induction, but there are some industrial applica-
tions that involve tremendous amounts of noise and vibration.

Figure 4 may suggest "musical acoustics" but it is intended to highlight two
mechanisms whereby a small amount of energy may produce an exaggerated amount

_,_ of sound. A small amount of energy at the resonant frequency of a particular
structure can produce large =mounts of sound; the structure may be a gear_ a

", subway wheel, a steel linkage in a machine, a panel of a cabinet enclosing a

machine or even a special size and shape of an air space, The "sounding board"represents almost asy structure to which n vibrating device is rigidly attached.
q The floor is a sounding hoard for a motor and pump, if you live on the floor

under that motor and pump and if tiley are not properly vibration-isolated. Thesteel framing of a large machin0 may be the "sounding board" for a relatively
small vibrator inside the machine.

The sources and paths of sound shown by Figures 1-4 are only fragmentary but
they suggest the noise eomplcxlty of a machine that clay be made up of many of

these mechanisms simultaneously in operation, each performing its small but _

necessary function. A more complete, but still brief, discussion of noisesources and general approaches to noise reduction is given Jn the paper
reproduced st the end of those notes: ""Guidelines for Designing Quieter

Equipment" hy Clayton H. Allen. A reprint is also included tbct gives someinformation on several aspects of the noise problem: "The Anatomy _i|igeneral

of Noise" by Leo L, geranek and Laymen N, Miller (from Machine Design,

September14,1967). I

[: ,• 2. NOISE CONTROL APPROACHES

I_ Some Of the most vital basic steps tO noise control ar_ included in the followingllst. These steps must he taken, where applicable, if any noise source is to be I[

quieted.

s. reduction of certain impact or acceleration effects,
h. reduction of unbalanced forces,

"_"I; C. roductlon Of large radiating areas,
"l'i d. cllminntion of noise leakage paths,

s. use of acoustic enclosures to contain the noise or i

I_ acoustic barriers to shield or deflect the noise,

f. use of acoustic absorption material to absorb sound

I_ energy inside confined spaces and in sound-controlpassageways,

'i
g: us_ of mufflers or attenuators to reduce noise in gas

flow paths,
!h. use of vlhratlon isolation mounts to isolate a

vibration source from a nolss radiator,

-I. use of flexihle connections between the isolated source
and its base structure

_ 5-2
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I _ j. USe of Vibration damping materials to reduce noise
radiation from thin surfaces, and

k. use of alternate le_s-nolsy methods fo_"performing thesame function.

_ 3. EXAMPLES OF NOISE CO_i'ROLWe can demonstrate the use of some of tbese noise control methods with actual

examples fro,* industry.

_. ,_uieted Stock Tubes for Automatic Screw Machines. One of the well-
publicized noise control treatments of a few years ago was a quieted stock tube

for automatic screw machines ¢¢. A layer of fabric webbing placed between the

U outer solld-wall tubing and the inner helically we*rod steel liner serves

.. partlally as vibration isolation and partially as vibration demp_n_. F_gu_o 5
gives measured noise levels in an aisle position about 5 ft from a six-splndle

stock tube for four different combinations of stock and stock tubes. The
arrayt

• .: tWO lowest curves represent the noise levels for an ope[ation involving round
stock. The upper curve of this pair (shown by the letter 'PCI' inside the circle) -

I is for conventional stock tubes, and tbe lower curve of tills pair (shown by the
i_. letter "S" inside the circle) is for the "silent" stock tuhes. The more dramatic

cvldo|ice of the effectiveness of the "silent" stock tub_ is shown by the upper

i ,.r_ two curves of Figure 5 wbero hexagonal stock Is rotating, rattling and thr_shlng

insideco ventlo.al(,,c,,i slde the|lo ago oldatpoints)and "silent"

("S" inside the hexagonal data points) stock tubes. In this comparison, the
el "silent" stock tubes renge i0 to 20 dB quieter than the co ventional stock tubes.

i This is not intended to represent a thorough evaluation of stock tubes, for we
have not studied the effect of spindle speed, stock lengths, stock size or stock

tube size; but this comparison does show a significant reduction of l_oise for

,'__ the special quieted stock tubes, using vibration isolation and vibration damping
}_' techniques. (In the oral presentation, maglietlc ta_e recordings are played for

_ '-J these four conditions.)

):_ b. Vibration Dampipg Ha_erlals. Strategic use of vibration damping material
.'c,.! on thin metal surfaces is used extensively on aircraft fuselage skills and frames.
i The actual reduction of radiated or shell trans,lltted noise may be as little as
i•H
- il only 2 or 3 dB or as much as 5 to I0 dB, b_It there are situations where every
:_ _ decibel is vital. Damping materiels or damping tape arc frequently applied to

;' thin structural members inslde some macblnes to reduce the structure-borne

•) _-. transmission of sound from gea)s_ bearings, cams, ratchets, relays, etc. Damping
materials are also used on largo thin panels that form the cabinet-like ee-

l closures of some machines, notably on household appliances such as dishwashers,

outeoatiowashing° ohioo0andrefrigeratorsono oftheofficet ped pllcoting or copying machines and on the interior surfaces of automobile doors, .
hoods, trunk lids and other large surfaces. Sometimes, sound absorption blankets

[!_I! pressed and held against a Instal surface can provide thls vibration damping
i ii£# action while also serving to reduce build-up of bulge levels inside a machine

i' i.__ cover.

• *gchweitzer, B. J.: "A Silent Stock Tube for Automatic Screw Machines ,
Noise Control, Vol. 2, No. 2, p. 14, March 1956.
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_c. }li_h-Pressure Air Exhaust MuffllnK. Rslease of high pressure air is
s typical noise in many plants. Each single brief spurt of escaping air may

not be so troublesom_ all by itself, but in plants having many automatically

controlled elf-operated dsvices tilers is an almost continuous
or systems

chatter of air releases around the work area. In one shop recently we found

over twenty air escape ports, each giving off a short blast every 5 to 30

seconds. The shop manager was amazed to hear and comprehend all these airdischarges •when it was hrought to his attention. The high frequency pitch

of the air escape noise contributes to speech masking and when an operator

worhs neat- a few of these they may contribute to long-range hearing damage.Small insxpeeslve mufflers are commercially available or 6-12 in. lengths of
piping filled on the inside with loosely packed glass or mineral fiber can

._ reduce much of the air escape noise.

Figure 6 illustrates the noise levels generated by a blast of air released

from an ordinary shop air nozzle when fed by a 130-160 PSI nlr supply, The

= middle solid curve represents the noise levels for normal discharge of tlle

nozzle. Tile high frequency end of this noise spectrum is capable of mashing
speech. When the sir blast is directed against an obstacle, the noise made

by the disturbed air stream usually results in even higher noise levels, asshown hy the upper dashed curve of Figure 6. In this example, the air

discharge was merely directed against a fleger as 6-in. distance. Where air

i_ is used to remove stock parts, such as laminations or etampings, from anautomatic punch press, these noise levels could be produced. Such noise levels I'I
are potentially high enough to contribute to the hearing damage problem. !

[: A simplehomemade_uffl_r prod_,_odthe nois_ levels sh_n b9 thelo_erdotted
curve of Figure 6. This imlffler was produced by wrapping th_ discharge end of

i_ the air nozzle with a 3-in. layer of porous flexlhle plastic foam and recessln_
-- '. the wrapping into a large fruit-jules can. In the high frequency region , this

simple arrangsment yielded a noise reduction'of 30 to 40 dB. (In _he oral pres- [[
entails,l, mageetic tape recordings are played to illustrate the noise levels

:' |_ Of Figure 6.)
]

d. Plastic Pelletizing Machine. Several plants use a high speed, multiple-
. . blade cutting drum to pellstizs extruded plastic materials. Schematically tile

cuttin G operation may be illustrated sitaply by the sketch in Figure 7. gonfiin-
uous lengtI_ spaghetti-llke strands of extruded material are fed into the rotating
cutting drum and are cut into small pellets of any desired dimension. The high

speed rotation of the curling blades• past the cut-off edge of tile anvil producesa sJ.ren-llke sound of very high intensity, possibly reaching sound pressure
levels of llO to 120 dB a few inches from the cutting edge. The fundamental

frequency of the sound is tha "blade passage frequency" of the cutting blades_ and this can typica].ly fall in the range of several hundred to a few thousand ..
cycles per second. Higher harmonics of this fundamental frequency are also
present.

, In one psrticular noise _eduction program, a special acoustic enclosure was

devised for this type of cut-off machine. A thlek-_alled, aeoustically-llned

form-fittlng housing was designed to enclose the cutter and its drive mechanism,and acoustically-lined openings were provided for the entry of the plastic
strands and for the exit of the pelleslzed stock,
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i _ The approximate noise levels in tle aisle beside one machine are shown inFlguro 8, for the case of no enclosure and for the case of the acoustic enclo-

sure. The overall effectiveness of such an enclosure is usually limited by

_!. _ the sound leakage paths throughthe openings by which stock material is fed
• _iJ and removed and by the air and sound, leakage paths in the various joints around

the enclosure and in some of the task=ted covers that give access into the

machine. Where ventilation of a drive motor is required, acoustically lined"_ I ducts or passageways must be provided for coolin G air. Also, for maximum noise

> reduction it is necessary that the enclosure make no physical contact with any !
:: part of the cutting assembly or its drive mechanism, i

It should be pointed out that the machine was never used In normal production
rune without a protective enclosure. The original enclosure, however, did not

provide adequate noise control and it was for this reason that the specialacoustic enclosure was designed and added. (In the oral presentation, a

magnetic =ape recording is played to Illustrate the cutter noise.)

e. Motor Room. In one plant a hank o£ electric motors and gears
produced high noise levels in an adjoining work area. The heat radiated by

. _, the motors also added to the discomfort of the area. A light weight enclosure

i[iJ having its own ventilation arrangement reduced both she noise and the heat in
tile shop area.

_-"Ill
_'_ . Figure 9 shows the noise levels lu the work space "before" and "after" the

' _ enclosure was p_ovlded. Tim enclosure wall was made up of I/2-in, thick
gypsum hoard mounted on metal studs, wlt]* all alr cracks sealed. When the

-_| enclosure was installed, the reducsd noise levels In the shop apace (the

low_r dashed curve in Figure 9) were actually due to the machines Ill Lbe shop
.rather than the motors and gears ii_sid¢.,the enclosure.

•_[_ fo Automatic Punch Press. The average noise levels are shown in Figure I0
;.'--. for a typical operator position of a punch press at one manufacturing plant.

The upper curve shows the noise levels for the original machine and the lower

_ _ curve shows _:he noise levels following completion of an initial noise reduction
} :[_ treatment. The shaded area shows the design goal range desired for the final
'" total shop noise reduction program. The upper limit of this range is the CHABA

_!._ criterion for hearing preservation in the presence of sscady-state narrow-band_} noise and the lower limit of tile range is tile NC-75 curve.

[_ The initial treatment tO this first punch press consisted of placing acoustic=overs of metal or safety glass over all openings from the impact area of the
-- punch press. The machine still has the same accessibility as before this

'_'i['" acoustic treatment was added, since in the original version several expanded

_e=al guards were already used to protect th_ operator. The expanded metal

. guards |lave been replaced hy sliding solid safety glass panels fitted with

task=ted seals. Additional noise control work is still to be undertaken, but

_I_ this example illustrates that even a punch press can be quieted.

,. _. Stampin_ Hachine. The average noise levels for a typical operator

!_ _ position of a large impact-type machine are shown in Figure ii. This is a
'_'IB high-speed automatic stamping machine that is very masslvo and includes several

thick large-area steel panels that radiate the noise of each impact blow. _t

would be desirable to reduce the noise leve|._ at she operator position toi [ achieve approximately tho@e shown by the lower dashed curve.
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Extensive sound measurements have boon made" all around the machine in order

to estimate the approximate sound power contributions made by each panel, each

exposed piece of massive framing, each openfng near the actual die sot andcecil ventilation opening into the interior of tllemachine. In addition,
vibration measurements have b0en made on all important structural components
of the machine in order to calculate the sound levels expected to be radiated

by the strucsure "A comparison of the measured sound levels directly in front
o

of a large structural Inember with the expected sound levels based on vibration
D' data for that structure is an important step in the diagnosis of a complex

_achine. Suppose that the vibration measurements indicate that a heavy, stiffframing member will not radiate very much noise. On the other hand, suppose
that high sound levels are measured directly in front of that framing member.

_" pl This paradox suggests that the high sound levels are probably due to some

U other nearby sound source and attention should be focussed on locating and

Identlf_ing the sound source. If both the measured sound levels and the sound

levels chat are calculated from the vibration data tend Co support each nther_ ;

li the_ there is reasonably good assure'nee that the structural member is correctly :l
diagnosed and that an appropriate noise control treatment might be applied.

This particular machine is so complex that it has not yet been fully treated ,i
_'coustlcally by the manufacturer. Several steps of a complete treatment have
bee_ carried out and a fsw compromises |lave boon considered, but it is not _}'

[_ sxpoctsd that the design goal can he reached with partial or compromise treat- ['i
meats. _}

h, Horizontal Punch Press. A few years ago. a horizontal-actfng punch
i_fl press was producin_ excessive noise levels in an IBH shop area_%. The acoustics
L_

group at IBM produced a cover for tbls machine that produced a noise reduction

of approximately 15 dB in _he middle frequency bands and up to 20-25 dB in the

'_[I high frequency bands. The acoustic features of the el,closure included: J,

i (i) gasketed safety glass vlewln_ windows,
"- _ (2) sntlgly fi_ting access ports,

:. (3) muffled inlet ports for feeding stock into the machine,

_::: _@ (4) muffled Ventilation openings into _he enclosure to provide "
cooling air,

(5) adequate thickness of steel stock,

(6) internal surface damping, and

(7) internal absorption to contain the noise.

Note tllatthere is a build-up of noise levels inside an enclosure, compared to
the close-ln noise levels if there were no enclosure, so the enclosure wall

material and weight must be adequate. The use of absorption material helpsreduce the inside build-up.

*Engstromj J. R.: I'Noisa Reduction by Covers". Noise Control, Vol. l, No. 2,

"" _ March 1955.

r/_
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i 'i. pencil Shapin_ Machine. The first s6ep in making a batch of pencils
is to take two thin strips of cedar, groove them, insert load;_ In the groovos_

iI _ and then glue the strips together. Stacks of the glued strips are then fed

i Ii into t|ic hopper of the molding machine that shapes the pencils. The feed
mechanism provides s continuous flo_ of these strips. The upper cutter assembly

cuts out the upper profile of a line of 8 pencils, and the lower cutter assembly

"Ii cuts away the remalnlng unwanted material. The cut pencils then drop onto a

q

..!._E__ conveyor or into a bin.

_:' _ The cutter blades of this particular molding machine rotate at 14,400 RPFI. The

_._ noise levels at the ope]:ator position reach and sometimes exceed ii0 dB.

• _ Although the machine is quite compact, there are many openings into the cutter

_..;_. area and the siren-llke sound is free to escape to the room. All experimental
;'II.I program was carried out to deter,llne how much noise reduction could be achieved
' " by closing up many of the openings through which sound escapes. An experimental

_:-._ sealed enclosure produced nearly 30 dB noise reduction at the pack frequency

_,:[! of the cutter.
%%-

: Much of this noise reduction could be achieved with simple add-on pieces to the .
:__ existing machine; but to achieve all of this noise _eduction (and even more,

i:'i}j. if desired), some design changes would have to be made. To our knowledge, no
. follow-up work was ever done by tilemanufacturer because, at that Lime_ there

I_ was 11o incentive. No one was asking for quieter machines and he could sell all
+['|_ the noisy machines that he could produce. So, wily change: [',

_::'-_] An inspection of many other molding machlses would show tha.t a small effort '.
[!'[_ toward closing tlp tile noise escape paths could easily achieve a large amount

i

,'L., of noise reduction.

_._i;i[I_ i. Sonic Pile Driver. One of the dramatic devices izltroduced into the
I )

_.L,- b_lldlngoonstructionindustryi,,1961wastheso_i_piledriver.Tbesonic r.

pile driver consists of a mechanical arrangement that converts the energy of :

L. dieselenginesintoanolte natiogopanddoonforoew,,lehiscoupled to the top of the pile. Tbe speed of the engine is locked onto the

'#:..... longitudinal resonance of the pile casing. As the casing compresses and '[

!_II]_;: elongates, not over one-fourth inch at tlle lower end for the resonant frequencyo, i00op0theooightof°°singendeogioeloadclampedthe
<=Eli top serve to "push" tile piling into tile ground.

" In some actual pile driving on one Job, conventional steam pile driving re-
. qulred 30 minutes to sink a pile 40-it deep and the sonic pile driver "pus|led"

"" c similar pile into the ground in 45 seconds. The sonic pile driver is less

_, _ noisy and the noise is of much shorter duration tbsn that fO_." the impact t_po i
pile driver with its repeated blows at from one to two blows per second. The

:: vibration in _he earth is less severe as well, and static loading tests on two

: ¢_ piles driven by each method on tilejob described here showed a more stable

_,_ setting of the sonically driven piles.

ii _ In addition to demonstrating a positive use of resonance in a mechanical system,
_ this example illustrates the use of an unusual and imaginative way to do a Job

"' _ by a new and possibly quieter method.

:'_i



I_. Barriers and Partial Enc].osures. "Almost any machine or area can
receive some bsneflt from a barrier or partial enclosure that may deflect or

reflect sound to less cri=ical spaces or that may provide "shielded" areas oflower sound levels or that may actually absorb some of the sound energy.
Slides of a few representative forms of partial enclosures arc shown in the

_,_' oral presentation.

DeFending on the noise source, the dimensions, construction and geometry of

!_ the harrier, the layout of the room, the operator position, etc., these '-
/i _ barriers may produce localized or general noise reduction ranging from 2 to i

_' _ i0 dB in the low frequency region up to 5 to 20 dg in the [|Igh frequency region. :
• ' %' For any larger amounts of noise reduction, one would have to set out _o'provlde

" _ a total enclosure rather than a partial, enclosure .

One example shows the 20 dB noise reduction achieved between two adjoining
"" 7- _ ruoms containing power hammers. Each room has acoustic absorption lining and a '_'

' }-i large f_ont opening for easy access of large parts. The enclosure provides

i '1 little benefit to the operator exposed to his own noise, but noticeable reduc-

_ tion for all other noises tO whi=b he might be exposed.

i' I_J When estimating time exposures, it is sometimes the n_arl y steady-state condition
of sll th_ noises of other equipment that may be a major or controlling part of

I_ the expOSuL'o Of one operator and his intermit=ent or marginal noise-produclngequipment. Thus, it may be important to rdduce the "other" noise to an operator
when it is difficult or impossible to reduce the noise of his own machine.

I_ 4. "DO'S AND DON'TS" IN NOISE CONTROL

The following outline is offered as a sta_ing point for pursuing a noise

[_. reduction program on a noise source. Be aware of good noise design; use good
Li acoustic principles whenever possible. Build one unit; check the noise output,

using approprla_e noise and vibration equipment. Re-deslgn and modify as
i

required. Follow the outline below as a checklist both to estahllsh goodfl

|_ acoustic design in the first place and to guide remedial steps later if neces-
sary.

'!_iI! A, Airborne vs. Structure-borne Noise and Vibration

i. Have to identify whleb type and which paths,

[_ 2. Both finally radiated to ear by air paths.
3. In general, sound from a machine can he _heard n at lower

levels than vibration can be "felt". Therefore, reduce

- I_ vibration till it canrt be nfelt", maybe even more, depending
Is uponenvironment. ..

g. Air Sources and Solid Sources of Sound
1. Air Sources (pz-essure fluctuations in air due to air

movement),

(a) 2et action of slr stream produces turbulence (air
cleaning, air conveying, ventilation_ etc.)

_ 5-8
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(b) Periodic interrupted flQw produces discrete frequencies
(fans, motor vents).

(c) Air movement around obstacles (turbulence).
(d) Secondary air sources:

cracks, openings in covers, open ends of ducts,

,close-coupling by air of structural parts.
2. Solid sources of sound

(a) Any solid member of a system that moves or is contactedby any other moving solid member.

(b) Solid member may oscillate, expand and contract, deform,
'_ bend, slide, rotate, hit or be hit_ accelerate or

.I'_ decelerate from uniform motion.

(c) Solid member can be sol into vlbraLiu,| by air coupling
i -_: and then transmit vibration to other members or re-radlate

1, I,_ it as sound energy.

_,_!I_ G. Reduction of Noise and Vibration

L, _ i. Reduction of air source noise at the source. ,

i! [_ 2. Reduction of airborne noise and vibration.j 3. Reduction of solid source noise at the source.

4. Reduction of structure-borne noise and vibration.

_i:!i;• D. Reduction of Air Source Noise
I. Reduce sir flow velocity.

:_.!__._ 2. Dlffuse air exhaust stream to.reduce turbulence at edge and
"- in surroundings.

_[,"_J 3. Reduce or allminate periodic interrupted air flow (cooling
__!!i'|__ vanes on motors, l_ss air flow through rotating part of
_,_ motor; vary fan blade cutoff).

"i"[I!_ 4. Smooth flow in ducts or in necessary air streams; streamline
_ obstacles in air streams.

!, [._ 5. Secondary air sources:
cover holQs, treat necessary open holes or ducts, break up
close air coupling.

i},FI_ E. .Reduction of Airborne Noise and VibrationI. Reduce vibration amplitude of radiating member, -.

_ 2. Reduce area of radiating member.3, Reduce air coupling of radiating member (even drill holes

to allow free flow of air to reduce pressure build-up).

-_ " 4. RemovQ moving parts from large radiating surfaces (actual

_-L" separation or by use of vibration isolat,ion mountings).

..__ 5-9
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5. Shift frequency of noise to lower frequency region (lower
frequency noise less elf c_£ _ently radiated from small sources,

and people ,*ore tolerant ah low frequencies)
6, Control the direction of "radiation of sound away from the

:': _ listener (good for high frequency only; barriers, baffles).

_: _ 7. Provide mufflers for all require(] openings that can radiate ;_
noise. ""!

ii_il"_' 8. Enclose or partially enclose the noise or noise radiator

:

• (as massive as necessary consistent wlth rest of system);
: cover all holes or cracks for air escape; gasket access doors;
i '_ must have no rigid connections between noise source oi"

radiator and the enclosure structure; consider relative stiff-

- -'-".] ne_s of Iso] et_on mount for frequency to be controlled. For !_

undamped enclosures, apply surface damping to reduce resonances. I

r

9, Use acoustic absorption (glass fiber', etc.) to absorb contained :;
J

" E sound (on inside sttrfaee of a wall or box, not on outside; ._

.., _ porous material absorbs bouncing sound waves, does not take out
, _ much energy transmitted through the material). :

' 1O, Effectively increase distance from noise radiator to llstorner, ,.

I_ give chance for sound to spread out; same energy in the room but ':
"- less intense if further away (baffles, lined ducts, dlreetivlty), .I',

F. Reduction of Solid Source NoiseI. Change mode of operation to produce less force on the system;
look for and avoid basic designs that serve as sound amplifiers.

•* _-u_ 2, Seek other ways of accomplishing the end objective or movement _;,(electric vs. magnetic, mechanical vs. hydraulic, etc.),

3. Provide smooth f_nlshes for sliding contacts and rolling
parts (includes cams and cam followe_'s, linkages on eomn_on

shafts, goat's, sliding parts); adequate lubrication to reduce
stlck-slip motion.1@ d

-" _ 4. For rotatln_ parts, provide maximum balance to Insure uniform
T-

speed and minimum acceleration and deceleration; provide ,:

minimum clearances in shafts and mating bearings to preventvibration, i

5, For non-unlform motion, provide minimum acceleration to do tlle

job properly but have uniform acceleration (avoid "Jerk": rateof change of acceleration); use maximum available time to

produce the necessary velocity change, avoid peak acceleration,

i 6. Reduce weight of accelerated parts, including rotating unbal-anced parts; surface dampen remaining light weight surfaces.

7, Reduce accumulated backlash or clearances in a string of

.' _ linkages to reduce "jerkiness" to tile final action; providei. spring loading to final action to give constant force to resist
_erkiness.
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8. Apply acceleration forces only as rapidly as parts canfollow to reduce impactj overshoots undue flexing or
deformation.

9. Reduce impact force to minimum necessary;
look for other

ways £o transmit force or information to a system than by

impact.

i0. Use "soft" surfaces where possible to reduce impact (cams,
cam followers, hammers, gears); use soft inserts under

impact surfaces when possible; reduce mass and area of

_ [_! impact parts; use damping material on impact parts.

ii. Apply damping materials to eliminate resonances of rods,

panels, linkages, gears.
g. Roductlon of Structure-borne Noise and Vibration

i. Provide vibration isolation for mounting of a noise orvibration source to its base; have no sbort-clrcultlng

rigid connections (flexible connection in pipes or wiring,

free cell turn in wiring connection). If rigid connec-
[_ tlons required, isolate next larger assembly tbat includes
JJ
• the rigid connections. Isolation mounting stiff enough to

transmit performance requlremcut or provide functional

"' [! operation, soft enough to prevent transmission of high
[:i -I frequency vlbratlona] forces. Caution that springs, as

steal bars, transmit some high frequency noise. Use

_'_| rubber pads witb springs. Use rubber-in-shear "or felt,
_ cork or rubber pads for high frequency isolation.

2. Reduce the weight of a vibration assembly, attach it to

+_+"_ heavy-weight base with isolation mounts. Always try to

i_il_ suppor_ a vibration source from a mass'ire "inertia block"
(with use of isolation mounts; design curves oi% transmlssl-

-+_ bili_y assume infinite mass and rigidity for base). Avoid

!_i _ vibratio,l isolation of a heavy source on a light-welght
-+ flexible base; base may be as flexible as isolation mount.

'_i 3. Avoid resonance of isolation mount with driving frequency,Design mount resonance frequency at least 2 to 4 times

above lowest driving frequency.

''_ 4. Reduce the radiating area of structural paths (drill holes).

" _ 5. Add vibration damping materials to structure paths that will

+ transmit vibration to another point in the.system or to

{/{ _ parts that can vibrate at varlous resonances. Surface
_ m.... damping, "spaced damping". Effect of temperature and -"

frequency• Effectiveness somewhat proportional to thickness.'

._i _ Most effective on thin stock and at regions of maximum bending.

_ 6. Provide area, weight, and impedance "mismatches" at junctions

ii I of different parts (Tmpedance mismatch: materlals wlth.i" large differences in values of density x velocity of sound)

?-
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7. Avoid close air coupling between largs surfaces (air a
good spring connsction for large areas at close spacing;

example Thermopan_ glass not much better acoustically thansingle glass of same total weight), i

8. Avoid structural connections that amplify force (illustrate r

with 'ITJtconnection; slight flexing of bass will amplify to '_large motion of top). ',I

§. CONCLUSION t
It would be dishonest to imply that noise reduction com0s simply and at no i

;_ cost. The treatment may not be simple to execute even though it may be

simple in concept. The cost may involve changes in attltud_ by the user, the 'i:_ ' operator_ or the shop foreman, Some compromises in machine speed, perfor-

mance, accessibility, or convenlence may be required, If noise reduction is a _,

controlling requlrement, some of these compromises may have to be made.

Most of the examples described here relate to noise reduction steps added to a ;_

machine without actually changing the "internal workings" of the machine. If _

_._ deslgn engineers can adapt some of these guide lines into their original de-
signs, possibly some noise reduction can be built into a machine without having _

_[' to add it on later. This/of course, is the real objective. There is no ,_
,_ _ "magic" in acoustics. If noise reduction is wanted, noise reduction must be

: _ designed into a machine, not added onto It as an a£ter-thought. Some of the •

basic noise reduction principles have been given in this discussion, but the Ii

real need facing all of us is the motivation to do something .about it. Many _:of the msthods, materials and knowledge ar_ available.

i
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